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Viewpoint

Undergraduates look
at professional education
Kansas State University has proven histor
ically to produce some of the finest teachers In the
state. We are proud of this accomplishment, but o ur pride goes much deeper. Each of us has
sensed a caring attitude In the faculty of the College of Educat ion, evident In their willingness to
go above and beyond their expected duties to individually prepare us as future educators. They
realize that proper preparation is a must for the student willing to teach. However , we feel that
many students are simply not receiving the preparation they need.
As undergraduates, we have seen studen ts acquiring the content without learning the application. In o ther words, the material is there, and the knowledge o f the material has been gained,
but many students cannot translate It into actual teaching strateg ies for the classroom. A math
education major recen tly said, " All the calculus in the world has no t shown me how to explain
what a square root Is! " Why aren' t students learning application, which is a must for pro per
preparation? We see two major reasons.
First, some students are not abte to learn the content as readily and as qu ickly as they
should . These slow-paced students put tremendous pressure o n many pro fessors to speno more
lime than necessary on content. Of course, we understand the importance of knowing lhe material, but we have seen for ourselves where professors In many instances have neglected the
teaching of material application In order to accommodate the studen ts who slow the progress o f
the entire class. Even in methods classes, all too often too much time Is devoted to theory and
concepts, and insufficient time on actual teaching strateg ies because o f the slower !earning s tu dents.
Second, we strongly believe that field experience goes hand in hand with learning application, which Is extremely Important for proper preparation. But many students lack enough of this
hands on experience to help them become beuer prepared to teach. All too often students will
enter their student teaching assignment with liltle or no previous exposure to a real classroom
setting. In tact. surprising numbers of students in education entering their junior year have only
had th e experience of being just that - students. We must have o ur eyes opened to what teaching
is all about. We need to be out In the field not only longer but earlier, so we c an observe firs t hand
the application of a variety o f teach ing strategies used in classroom situations.
Even though we feel that too many students are not receiving the preparation they need, we
believe that it Is possible for undergraduates to become better prepared than they are now, if
changes are made. We would like to see a demand for higher academic excellence placed on the
student In education. If, for example, the overall GPA for college work In the student's teach ing
field
or major were to be raised to 2.7 - 3.0 to receive certification to teach, much wasted time in
classrooms with slower students could be devoted to the valuable learning of applicatlon. Seco nd, we would like to see a much greater emphasis placed on field experience. Yes, freshmen
need more than a casual exposure to the classroom thro ugh an optional orientation course . They
sho uld be required to gain In depth experiences as a teachers aide.
We want to see Kansas State continue to be a leader in the produc tion of exceptional teachers, and we feel that pro per preparation is the key. We hope that the pro fession will consider o ur
request for qual ity.
Kansas State University students:
Nancy Mikesell, senior
In elementary education,
Bellevllle,
.
Kan
Hope Morgan, junior In
elementary education,
Hoisington, Kan.
Scott Pendleton, sophomore
in secondary speech education,
Lawrence, Kan.
Julie Siemsen , junior in
secondary mathematics educa11on,
Holyrood, Kan.
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thinking on this subject became a springboard for various
philosophies and subsequent methodologies designed to
insti ll morality in the young (Perine, 1978). Twenty years
later, Hartshorne and May (1930) reported on tho ineffec·
liveness of character education in their time. Another
35 years later, Jean Piaget (1965) was recommending stra
t·
egies to enhance children' s moral judgment. During the
past two decades Lawrence Kohlberg (1971) has re·
searched and developed techniques tor promoting moral
development In the classroom through cognlllve
mula· sli
tion induced by moral d ilemma d iscussions.
Discussion about the role of public schools In provid·
ing moral education is not limited 10 ed ucational theorists
and researchers. The sociolQgical movements of the late
197 and early 1980s demonstrate an Increasing public
0s
polarization over lhe issue of moral education . It ls evident
that this is one of the most intense debates taking place In
public education.
On the one hand, there is evidence that parents and
churches, the two societal groups traditionally entrusted
with moral development, are not succeeding as well as
some factions would like. Many people are alarmed by
what is seen as a decreasing level of moral behavior and
ind icate a readiness to share the task with other social In·
stitutions such as the public schools. For example, In the
Poll (Phi
Kappan, 1981) on public atl i·
13th Gallup Delta
tudes toward schools, 70 percent of parents surveyed la·
vored instruc tion in values and ethical behavior as part of
the public school curriculum. Th is strong majority supporl
was found to exist In all population segments and In all re·
glons of the country.
On the other hand, there are several Increas
ingly
vocal groups who decry what they perceive to be the moral
education currently occurring In public schools. Groups
such as the Moral Majority and others o ften labeled
" fun·
alists"
dament
and "creatio
n ists" oppose with fervor the
so-called " secular humanism" and "moral relallvlty" they
see in contemporary curricular programs, Instructional
by Peggy A. Dettmer
methodologies and learning ma1er1a1s. These factions be·
lieve appropriate and effective moral ed ucation can not
take place in the public schools as they are presently oper·
ated.
In real ity, these groups want moral development to be
Teaching is not the cushioned profession that many
address~d
systematically in public education. What they
censorious writers and speakers wou Id have everyone
are arg uing for, however, is a specific content different
believe. Never mind the more obvious negatives such as
from the values system they believe is propounded cur·
low pay, fear for one's own safety, dimin ished esteem of
rently. For example, parent and citizen groups in opposl·
the profession and lowered group morale. Within the
tlon to "secular humanism" are requesting state boards of
current " blame the teacher•· Zeitgeist turf< other pressures
ed ucation as well as local boards to clarify the extent to
which Include, but are no1 limited to, a growing rift bewhich individ ual growth and development activities
In· will
tween school boards and teachers. the back·to·basics
values clarillcatlon
movement, demands for teacher competency testing,elude
and sociological, psychological,
and/or other humanistic education for chlldren. Creation·
even the issue of whether and how to educate public
ists demand at least a balanced treatment In the class·
school students in ways which will encourage moral
room for both " creation science" and " evolution sci·
growth.
Fundamentalists who believe America Is not the
The demand for moral education in schools ence."
is not
Christian nation they think It should be are accusing those
new. Concern about the efficacy of conducting planned
they call "humanists" of taking over the media and all of
moral education for school children has probably existed
public education .
since the onset of compulsory education. At the be·
. At the same time, back-to-basics activists are taking
ginning of this cen tury John Dewey (1909) professed
their children out of public classrooms to enroll them In
moral education to be cen tral to the school's mission. His
parochial and other private schools which they believe will
demand orderly behavior and mastery of basic skills and
instill basic principles of virtue. Newspaper headllnes
Peggy A . Dettmer i s an assista nt professor in special
declare " Parents
ll ca two classics garbage, urge they be
education , Department of Admi nis tration and Foun·
banned." The federal government becomes Involved with
dations.• Kansas State University.
court cases concerning "creatio
m"
n is
and censorship, as

The debate about moral education in
public schools continues

Moral education
in public
schools:
Some realities,
problems and
suggestions for
educators
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well as with teglslatlon such as the Hatch Amendment.
This federal law, while still relatively unknown 10 many
parents and educators several yea rs after its passage,
stales that psychologlcaf or psychiatric testing or exam!·
nation ol student atlitudes and beliefs In cer1ain areas
cannot be administered lo minors without prior writlen
parental consent.
Thus the debate about moral education in public
schools conlinues. However, if recent court cases and the
Hatch Amendment are indicators, steps toward the resolu·
lion of the debate are being taken by others outside pro·
fessional education. If we are to be more than the power·
le$:> von
e ox around
t
which l"l

issues swirl, st'''e mu

do

more than be aware of the controversy and pressures ere·
ated for us. We must understand also the role currently
played by public schools in moral development and the re·
sponsibllltles we have to influence the outcome of the de·
bate. What fol lows is a brief discussion of three essential
realities concerning the question of moral education In
the public schools. Al so included are analyses o f some
problems these realities create for public educators and
suggestions for action so that our roles might be more
constructive.
Reality 1: Moral Education is a Fundamental Societal
Education
Funcl'lon ol 11.merican
Some oduca\ors, upon Hndlng \hemso\vQS tn the

middle of the debate over moral education, are asking:
" Why
hools
shou sc
ld
now take on this added responslbll·
ity? Why should we have to spread our already limited
time and resourc es even further to cover this additional
curriculum?"
These questions are understandable to anyone who
is even mild ly aware of the harried and pressed position
in which today's ed ucators find themselves. It must be
pointed ou t, however, that these quest ions also reflect a
myopic view of the history of publ ic education in this
country and the rote of organized education In any society.
The impulse for some kind of morality exists In all human
communities. and each has a dominant value system
which is taught to the young as part ol their acculturation
and socialization.
In societies with organized educational systems, lhe
responsibility for moral education falls largely to the
schools. This ls parllcularly true in the specific case of
American public education. Though critics of our system
might take the point much further, few of any persuasion
would argue that one of the fundamental reasons behind
compulsory public education in this country has been to
help insure new generations' understanding and apprecia·
lion o f basic American values. Our democratic way of life
still depends upon the public schools to instill and maintain a national consensus concerning basic societal
values necessary for its continuance. Thus, whether we
like it or not, moral education is a fundamental function of
American public education.
One basic problem created by this reality concerns
the nature of our contemporary society. We are a pluralls·
tic people. In seeing the ditferences contributed by varf·
ous groups as adding strength to the whole, we have
come to prize diversity. As a society we are now faced with
the reality that a major element of that diversity has to do
with values. Morality and values are communally based
and subjective. There Is scarcely any human behavior
j udged immoral by one group of people which might not
Winter, 1983
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be acceptable to another group. Consider, for example,
values that concern eating human flesh, setting defective
newborns out to die or letting old people starve who are no
longer considered assets to the community. Then, too,
there are the values regarding the whipping of children,
drinking tea or coffee, charging Interest on money loaned
and saluting the country's flag. Finally, there are more
enigmatic behaviors such as fasting, penance, self·denial,
flagellation, silence, solitude and celibacy. It should be
clear that no absolute standard of moral behavior exists
today. Therefore, a construc tive approach would seem to
be to formulate a workable, pluralistic definition of moral·
11y which could be applied effectively to the group·llfe sit·
uatlon of schools and communities. Morality could be de·
fined as:
I hat set of ideas about right and wrong within a
society's customs that regu lates relationships
and modes of behavior to enhance the survival
and well-being o f the entire group.
If we embark along this road, we must recognize that
students' cognitive and affective horizons must be
expanded beyond the boundaries of their own immediate
surroundings to Include the larger environment beyond
school walls, their own communities, and even their own
national Public
oorders. Schools w\11 have to accept the responsibility for teaching about such things as global interdependence. Furthermore, we need to recognize that if we
commi\ 10 a sys\ema\ic, planne<l program
ral of mo educa.
lion based on the above definition, other changes will be
necessary. For example,
Kohlberg
maintains that schools
are not especially moral as they are now arranged. He
posits that the school atmosphere Is generally a comblna·
tlon of a " punishment stage" and a " law and order stage"
which creates an authority-based pattern o f behavior.
Thus students are told what to think rather than helped to
discover how to think and form Independent j udg ments
for right and wrong that will allow them to take thei r
places in an interdependent world. To change this situation, we as educators must be willing to examine our·
selves and modify our teaching.
Reality 2: Moral education
is as basic as reading, writing and arithmetic
Some voices in the debate about moral education in
lhe public schools argue that schools cannot teach the
"basics" and so they believe that sc.,oots should not be entrusted with the complex task of moral development. Ob·
viously, if moral education Is a primary societal function of
schools, then it is a basic and shou ld be considered as important as the other basic skills. What could be more fun ·
damental than group survival and progressive development of our communities and nation? How can such
development be assured without the s tability and continuity provided by common national agreement upon moral
precepts shared across generations and geog raphy?
The problem created by the Importance of moral edu·
cation as a basic element of schooling ts not so much
whether schools should systematlcally plan and imple·
ment programs of moral education, but rather, what speclflcally should those programs contain. Whal is wor1h
preserving? Within the basis of moral education, what is
really basic? These questions about content provide the
focus for the moral education controversy which has been
Intensifying during the last several years. Given extremes
such as the "creationis ts" who do not wanl evolution em·
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phasize(I an(! the "clvi I Iibertarians" who are against any
more to other adu lts as Identifying ligures. Teachers are
certainly among those significant adults who can and do
restrictions of curricular content, how do we as educators
serve as vital models for children's
ping develo
moral
know what to teach?
it seems necessary here to differentiate between
sence.
Thus, whether it is good or not, whether we like it or
moral education and moral indoctrination. The latter connot, ail teachers are instructors of morality, and moral edu·
centrates on content while the former is essentially a
cation occurs every day in every classroom. One problem
process. The latter assumes that those in control know
this reality creates for educators is an issue of awareness;
what is righ'tlbestlappropriate for all, and the former exemanother is an issue of personal commitment.
plifies a faith that indivi(luais who possess good thinking
First , do we really understand the role and influence
skills can make decisions about right and wrong for themwe have in the moral development of students? Are we
selves. Pian ned moral development in schools wou Id in·
aware of what specific values we are modeling and com·
elude building those Important skills within the cognitive
municating with the myriad of actions we take each day in
domain such as the abilities to analyze antecedents and
our classrooms? And second, do we want the responsibil·
consequents, to generate alternatives and to evaluate
ity? Can we be confident that students are receiving the
possible solutions. Can we give the next generation any"right" messages from us? How might we change our bething less than these skllls when we know how rapidly the
haviors to improve the moral education provided by our
world is changing and how different the conditions of
presence? And how much time, energy and personal in·
their adult world are likely to be from those of ours?
are we willing to commit to the ellort? To begin
volvement
to answer these and other questions, we must be aware of
Reality 3: Moral education
several things.
occurs every day in every classroom
We need to know one major requisite of encouraging
Strangely perhaps, conscientious teachers and some
moral growth lies in its demonstration, I.e. the modeling of
critics of contemporary education agree on one point.
appropriate behavior such as tl1e cognitive skills noted
Both quesllon the ability of teachers to assume responearl ier. Teachers model appropriately for students by besibility for the moral development of chi ldren other than
ing willing to learn, to listen and to change positions on an
their own. The teachers point out that they were not
issue as more information is gained, but not by reacting to
trained to be instructors of morality; and understandably,
h
wit emotional heat while preaching
annoying behavior
they hesitate to tread into such a sensit ive and controvertolerance and understanding. Students grow when they
sial area. The critics note that there is no guarantee assurmodel teachers who exhibit a clear consistency between
ing teachers are morally superior to any other group in sotheir rhetoric and their behavior and who seem to know
ciety. Thus they question the qualifications of teachers for
where they are going to derive satisfaction from their
instilling moral development.
lives. Students are particularly responsive to those teach·
Though the question of teacher capacity seems to be
ers who are genu inely interested in them and their Ideas,
an important issue, It Is one which must be relegated at
who can be reached because they listen and appropriately
this time to the realm of "academic debate." The reality, if
question, who avoid preaching, and who demonstrate pa·
we choose to confront it, is that moral education "comes
tlence without exhibiting sarcasm and authoritarianism.
with the territory" for anyone working with young people,
Teachers need to be aware that some students have at·
particularly in explicitly defined learning situations such
talned a personal level o f moral development above that of
as public school classrooms. Teachers tell children what
their age peer group. They can suffer greatly from what
to do and make evaluations of their work and behavior.
may be termed an invalidation of thei r perceptions. Th us,
They monitor social relations within the schools, and they
they in particular need teachers as models and facilitators
reward and punish students for a variety of things. They
to accept their perceptions and to help them build upon
cite certain youngsters as character models to be emu·
and refine them. We need to know ail these things as we
lated by the others. Even bulletin boards and worksheets
decide about our individual roles as instructors or moral·
mirror values of teachers and curriculum designers who
ity, and we need to remember that as long as we are teachmay or may not be aware of their power of influence in the
ers, we are in this role. The only question is whether or not
moral domain. II teaching behavior were monitored and re·
we choose to approach it in a planned and thoughtful mancorded by an impartial observer, most teachers would be
ner.
shocked at the frequency of their perhaps implicit but ever
powerfu l moralizing. Thus, the school and the classroom
The essence of planned moral education in schools
provide a natural and unavoidable daily environment for
should be for the.teacher to create opportunities for stu·
the shaping of children's values in ways which can be
dents to organize their own experiences in ever more complex ways and then internalize the material so they can
both extremely explicit and intended and terribly subtle
and unconscious.
pursue further development after formal education is over.
The research indicates that the power teachers have
There have been many strategies designed to aid teachers
is not limited to the communication of general values and
in st imulating
moral
development in systematic ways.
expectations. Children's basic Judgmental responses are
These include role playing, peer counsel ing, learning of
modifiable also through adult cues. Bandura and Walters
ethical philosophy, tutoring , interviewing, direct instruc(1969) found that a chil(l's acquisition of adult moral stantion, discip
linlues
ing, va
clarification, study of logic and
dards is the gradual process of Imitating observable
generally the provision of a warm, understanding and sup·
values and behaviors of others to a considerable extent.
portive atmosphere. Some attempts have been made also
Modeling emerged in the Cowan study (1969) as a signifi·
to outline particular vehicles for moral education within
cant determinant of moral judgment regardless of the dispecific subject matter areas.
rection in which the behavior was being modified. These
For instance, arts and sciences can be utilized to defindings are particularly Important for the adolescent who
velop a stage and level of aesthetic comprehension, exis beginning to look less to parents as paradigms and
pression and judgment. Appropriate use of materials for
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learn
ing mig ht Include literary works, newspapers, biographies and ramous credos and maxims. Certain contemporary cartoons may be used to promote moral development. Because principled morality is enhanced by the capacity to take another's role and understand another' s per·
spective, the study ol biography can provide students with
vicarious modeling of values. Biography and other literature nonthreatening vehicles tor encouraging development o f moral values wh ile at the same time attendi ng to
basic skills o r reading.
Social stud ies are also a rich source of possibilities
for promo ting moral growth. There are issues to discuss,
historical dec isions to analyze, questions to ask and Ideas
to probe, all stemmi ng from the real world. Therefore they
are accepted mo re readily by students as personally rele·
vant. Newpapers can become texts for mora.I issues as
well as current events.
Science and math contribute toward stimulat ion o f
pri ncipled tho ught and abstract reasoning. Problem-solving, the study o f logic and reasoning about ethical issues
wi thin science, provides appropriate exercises for encouraging moral growth. Science and math can enhance
moral development through the use of inq uiry, investigation, formulation of principles and analysis with careful articulation of possible solutions.
All of these methods and strategies can be defended
as appropriate learning materials for the generally acbasics while providing opportunity tor moral
wledged kn
growth. The key to success with such materials is to know
them thoroughly. Then the teacher should study not one.
bu t several highly recommended books on theory ol moral
ls
development and application of moral education . Mate·
r ia then can be selected which provide opportun ities to
develop moral growth in nonthreatening ways . The basic
principle underlying ellective use ol strategies In sensl·
li ve areas IG that teachers must be learnerslves,
themse
never stopping In their search fornew evidence and Ideas.
All In all, moral education has an ominous sound and
the current controversies surrounding ii seem threatening
to educators until the essentials are reexamined:
• Schools are value-laden institutions with societal
functions relating directly to the survival and progress of our nation.
• All teachers are engaged in moral education even as
they wonder ii they are doing it right.
• Moral education must continue if we as educators
are to fu lfill our responsibilities to the next genera·
and thereby to our society.
tlon
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With the current Interest in moral education and the diminishing in fluenc
e o l church, parents and tradi tions, we as
educators may feel compelled-but also have the opportunity- to structure some deliberate
moral
ed ucation
within our schools and educational system.
Scratch a critic of moral education, and it is likely that
underneath is someone who just wants to do things his or
her way. However, if a learning climate is created in which
students find the courage to be Imperfect, learn how to
correct mistakes, develop reasoning powers and practice
principled behavior, those teachers will be performi ng
that essential part of their responsibility which does in·
deed "come with the territory."
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Comments on the Second Report of
the Teachers Leaving the Field Committee: An address to t he Flint Hills
Educational Research and Development Association

Why are Kansas
teachers leaving
the profession?
by James N. A kin

Introduction
My comments today are based o n the second repo rt
o f the "Teachers Leaving the Field Committee," charged
by the Teacher Standards Board of the State o f Kansas, to
determine and document specific reasons for teachers
leaving their profession, and to ascertain the magnitude of
the deparlure.
The committee is and has been comprised of two
school teachers, a board member, a c areer development
person, a vocational-techn ical teacher, a personnel admin·
lstrator, representatives of the State Department o f Educa·
tion, a School o f Education faculty member, •.. and one
superintendent who never participated.
We received considerable support from the Mid-Con·
tlnent Regional Educational Laboratory (MCREL) during
the first year, from the State Department o f Education,
from school adminis trators from throughout the state, and
of course, from departing school teachers.
Questionnaires were made available to 1,729 teachers
who had indicated to their administrators that they were
leaving their d istricts. A total of 743 useable responses
(43 percent) were received in time to be used in the report.
Data which was received later Is being used in an analysis
o f shortage fields.
Procedure
All 307 districts in Kansas were asked to provide lists
of teachers who were leaving their districts at the end of
the 1980-81 school year. One hundred eighty
-four (60
percent) o f the districts provided the researchers with
li sts of departing teachers. Ad ministrators were asked to
provide the departing teachers with questionnaires which

James N. Aki n is associate director of Career Plan .
ning and Pl acement at Kansas State University.
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were completed and anonymously returned to the Kansas
State Department o f Education.
PROBLEM
Teacher supply/demand has been receiving lncreas·
Ing attention since 1976 when I completed a report which
was distribu ted by the Association for School, College
and University Staffing (ASCUS). That report has been continued as an annual activity and has been joined by numer·
cles on this subject
ous o ther surveys, reports and arti
from throughout the United
.
States
There Is a documented decline in the rate of gradua·
tlon or "production" of new teachers from universities.
This decline approaches 60 percent over the past decade
in the United States and exceeds 50 percen t in Kansas. In
add ition, many experienced teachers are known to be leav·
Ing teaching . The IIke Ii hood of those teachers returning to
teaching at some future time is unknown. Futu re demand
/pupil ratio,
will be affected by changes In the teacher
tightening economy, the " back to basics" movement and
changes in the number of s tudents to be educated.
The special thrust of this study was to document
characterist ic s of a representative sampl e o f Kansas
teachers who were leaving their teaching jobs at the end
o f the 1980
· 81 year. The goal o f the study was to provide
Information to g uide futu re efforts toward improving
conditions toward the end of attrac ting and retaining
highly qualified teachers for the schools of Kansas.
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Early groupings of the data Included analysis by
(1) elementary and secondary teac l1ers, and (2) those who
planned to or wished to teach the following year versus
those who are dropping out of the field. Other variables in·
eluded mobility, long term teach ing prospects, sex, type
of school, size of district, subject taught (position descrip·
lion), age, years o f experience and reasons g iven for leav·
Ing .
SUMMATION OF DATA
Approximately t wo-thi rds of the departing teachers
did not wish to teach the next school year In a different
district. These "'non-seek ers" included 162 males (35.1
perc ent) and 299 females (64.8 percent). Fifty-one percent
of the departi ng females and 68 percent o f the departing
males had not accepted and were not seeking new teach·
Ing positions for the 1981·82 school year.
Of the 439 teachers (approximately two-thirds of the
total) who indicated they would not plan to teach the fol·
wing
lo
year, 97 (22 percent) said that they would plan to
teach sometime In the future; 165 (38 percent) indicated
that they would not teach again; and 177 (40 percent) said
that they didn' t know whether they would ever teach
again. Twenty.two percent o f the 720 responding teac hers
were leaving Kansas and were
t los to the state teacher
pool.
The larger the district the fess likely departing teach·
ers were to be seeking new positions. Of the four groups
o f schools (by size) the percentage o f departing teachers
plan
ni ng to relocate into new positions ranged from
42 percent, 39 percent, 38 perc ent to 29 percen t In the
smallest to the largest districts, respectively.
Certain subjects (or job assignments) appeared to
have a higher than average rate o f teachers dropping out
of the profession; these were elementary (self contained).
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science, fine arts areas, reading, home economics, coun·
those who. were planning to teach elsewhere as compared
seling and Industrial arts.
to those who are dropping oul o f teachi ng.
Of the 743 teachers leaving their districts 52 percent
were age 30 or younger. Approximately 37 percent of
SUMMARY
those departing teachers who were of age 26 through
Personal reasons were more influential to d eparting
40 planned to continue teaching in another district. Those
teachers 1f they were female, had taught two to five years,
teachers age<! 41·55 who were departing expressed much
taught at the elemen tary level, were leaving a large district
greater interest in relocating into a new teaching position.
or were seeking a new teaching position.
Early mobili ty should not be surprising since mobility
tly Is
.school cl imate was cited as more significan t by de·
era ed on during early years by d istric t salary sched·
part mg teachers who were female, had one to nine years
ures.
experience, taught at the senior high level in districts with
Teachers not plann ing to teach during the nex t
1,000 to 4,999 students and were seeking or had obtained
schoo l year viewed classroom problems as more slgnifl·
new positions for the next school year.
cant than did teachers who were seeking new teachi ng po·
Finances were more likely to be Identified as very sig·
slllons (2.85 to 3.45 with 1 = greatest and 5 = leas t signIf· nce).
nificant by departing teachers who were male, had ten or
Teachers with o ne year of experience ranked
lca
more years experience, taught at tho senior hig h level,
classroom problems higher than did other departing
were leaving one of the largest districts and were not
teachers only If they were not planning or wishing 10 teach
planning to teach during the following year.
the following year.
more likely to be identified
problems were
Classroom
Personal reasons were more significant to females
by departing teachers who had one year of experience
(2.26) then to males (2.92) among those who d id not plan to
(however, those teachers with ten years experience or
teach the following year. Men at the senior high school
more were also concerned abOut this), had taught in one
level reported personal reasons as significant more often
of the largest schools (least significant in smallest) or
than d id men at other levels while females at the senior
were not planning to teach the following year.
high school level less frequently indicated that personal
Community factors were more often cited by teach·
reasons were significant than d id women at other revers.
ers who had taught one year (however, teachers with ten
Elementary teachers Ind icated that the most Influential
o r mor.e years of experience also ci ted this item), taught at
factors causing them to leave their teach ing positions
the middle
vel, school le
taught In o ne of the smallest
were: ( 1) family responsibi lities, (2) lack of administrative
schools, or were planning o r hoping to teach d uring the
support, (3) salary, (4) spouse moving and (5) other per·
fol lowing year.
sonal reasons. Secondary teachers said that lhei r reasons
tor resigning were: (1) salary, (2) rack of administrative
support, (3) extra duty assignmen ts, (4) "other" perso nal
FUTURE EFFORTS
reasons and (5) fringe benefits.
The committee has selected two major thrusts for the
side c omparison reveals that males
ting
An Interes
current year: One effort will be to gather information about
, who were not planning to move to a new teaching position
and to unders tand the teachers' perception o f "lack of
· and females who did plan to teach the following year re·
administrative support." This may be a general frustration
ported financial reasons as being more important in their
aimed at a general lack of support for teachers and educa·
decision to depart. Females tended to rank school climate
tion or may deal with specific Issues. The committee will
as being more significant (2.82) than did males
. (3.00)
also gather information from other research efforts to
Community reasons were more Important to teachers leav·
supplement the two reports which have been completed
fng smaller as opposed to larger schoof districts and to
by the committee.
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Teacher dropouts may be reduced by
studying teacher career development.

Why educators
should consider
teacher career
development
by Paul Burden

Administrators, supervisors, school board members,
leglslalors and the voting public make decisions about su·
pervisory prac tices, staff development programs, funding
and o ther support services that affect teachers. By
recognizing the charac teris tics o f teacher career develop·
men!, these decision-makers can help reduce the number
o f teacher dropouts, help meet teachers' needs al differ·
en t career stages and promote further teacher develop·
men I.
A brief review of teacher career development is pro·
vided here along with a discussion of reasons why educa·
tors should consider teacher career development.

Fuller and Bown (1975) identified four stages of con·
cerns in the process of becoming a teacher alter review·
ing research by Fuller and others: (1) preteachlng con·
cerns, (2) early concerns about self, (3) teaching situation
concerns. and (4) concerns about pupils. Fuller (1969,
1970) proposed th ree phases of teacher development. The
three phases of concerns were with: (1) self, (2) self as
teacher, and (3) pupils. Details about job events, attitudes,
and knowledge gains In lhese reports were sparse. As·
pects of job mobi lity have been described by Burden
(1983).
Evidence for three stages of development in the early
part of a l eaching career was reported by Burden (1979,
1980) from an interview of experienced teachers. Details
concerning research design, methodology and findings
can be found in these earlier reports. Briefly stated, stage
I, a survival stage, occurred duri ng the first year of teach·
lng. The teachers reported their limited knowl edge of
teaching activities and environment; they were subject·
centered and felt they had little professional insight; they
lacked confidence and were unwill ing to try new methods;
they found themselves conforming to their preconceived
Image of " teacher."
an adjustment stage, occurred for these
Stage II,
teachers in the second through fourth years. The teachers
reported that during !his period they were learning a great
deal about planning and organization, about children, cur·
rlculum and methods. They gradually gained confidence
in themselves and began to discover that students are
people.
Stage Ill, the mature stage, was comprised of the fifth
and subsequent years of teaching . Teachers in this stage
felt they had a good command of teaching activities and
the environment. Tt1ey were more child·cen
confe tere d, lt
fident and secure, and were willing to try new teaching
methods. They found they had gradually abandoned their
image of "teacher," had gained professional insight and
felt they could handle most new situations that might
arise.
Newman {1978) oblained middle-aged experienced
teachers' perceptions of their career development in an in·
terview s tudy and Identified s tages of career developmen t
for each decade of the teaching career reflecting changes
in attitudes, satis factions, mobility and pro fessional beha·
viors. Three attitudinal phases of teacher career develop·
ment were reported In a study of 50 retired teachers con·
ducted by Peterson (1978). Other research s tudies which
have examined only par! of teachers• c areers (e.g. only the
first year or the first few years) seem to confirm the slag es
of teacher career development reported in all the above
studies.

Resea rch on teacher
career development
A growing body of research ind icates that teachers
have di fferent job skills, knowledge, behaviors, attitudes
and concerns at different po ints in their careers (e.g. Bur·
den, 1970, 1980
;
Fuller, 1969, 1970; Fuller and Bown, 1975;
Newman, 1978; Peterson, 1978), and that these changes
occur in a regular developmental pattern. These studies
provide evidence for stages in teachers' career develop.
ment.
Teacher career development deals with changes
teachers experience throughout their careers in: (1) j ob
skill s,knowledge and behaviors-in areas such as \each·
ing methods, d iscipline strategies, curriculum, planning,
rules and procedures; (2) attitudes and outlooks - in areas
such as images of teaching, professional confidence and
matu rity, willingness to try new teaching methods, saillls·ons,
fac
concerns, values, and beliefs; and (3) job events
- In areas such as changes In grade level, sqhoot, or dis·
trict; Involvement in additional professional responslblli·
ties; and age of entry and retirement.

Paul R. Burden is an assistant professor in the Department of Curriculum and In struction at Kansas
State University.
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Implication s for educators
By recogn izing the characteristics of teacher career
development, practitioners, teacher educators and re·
searchers can help achieve the objectives which are dis·
cussed below.
(1) Reduce the dropout rate In the early years
Survival rates for teachers reported in several avail·
able studies have not been consistent. In a recent study,
Mark and Anderson (1978) reported that in 1972 the survi·
val rate after four years of leaching was about 60 percenl,
up considerably over the 30 percent in a 1960 Oregon
study that they reviewed.
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Even after four years of college training, including
student teaching, many teachers begin their first year not
knowing whether teaching is the best career choice for
them. This uncertainty is consistent with Super' s (1975)
description of the exploratory stage of career development. Teacher educators could include information about
teacher career development and the teachi ng career In thoII
preservice teacher education program. With this fuller
view of the teaching career, some preservice teachers
might conclude that teaching wasn't what they were expecting and switch majors to explore other careers before
finishing their teacher education programs. Thus, having
information about teacher career development
availab
le
for students In the preservice program may help some Individuals selec t themselves out o f teaching. Those who
continue In the teacher education program wou
presumlc:I
ably
be more certain, by comparison, of their career selection and would have more commi tment. The dropo ut rate
in the early years of service would likely be tower.
Administrators, supervisors and staff developers also
could help reduce the dropout rate in lhe first few years
wilh an understanding o f the characteristics of teacher ca·
reer development. With a recognition of lhe unique needs
and concerns of teachers In the early years of service, bet·
ter assistance could be provided. II is likely that the
dropout rate would be lower If these teachers could get
the hel p the
y
need during their early years. Fortunately,
there has been increasing interest in meeting I he needs of
teachers d uring Induct
ion, typically
defined to include the
first three years o f teaching following the completion of
the preservice program (Hall, 1982a). Recent reviews pro·
vide more Information on induction (Elias, Fisher & Simon,;
1980 John ston, 19ll1ll,
; Ha 1982b).
(2) Meet teacher needs at different stages In their
careers
From the data available on teacher career devel op ·
ment, it Is clear that teachers have different skill s and
needs al different points in their careers. By knowing the
characteristics of teacher career development and the in·
fluences on development, supervisors and administrators
can responc:I to teachers' needs at different stages. After
examin ing teacher development research studies, Glickman (1980, 1981) suggestec:I
pmental
develo
supervision as
an alternative practice for helping teachers at various
points In their careers.
Teacher stress and teacher burnout have received
considerable attention recently. Factors relating to
teacher career development provide insight into stress
teachers may experience at d ifferent points In their careers. Furthermore, with an understanding o f teacher ca·
reer development, more appropriate assistance may be
provided 10 meet teachers' needs at different points In
their careers, thus reducing teacher stress and Increasing
teacher vitality. For each career stage, Burden (1982) suggested that supervisors provide different types o f assls·
tance and use different supervisory approaches in an effort to meet the teachers' needs and reduce stress at
these stages.
(3) Facilitate further development

Hunt and associates (1971) demonstrated that teach·
ers at moro ac:lvancec:I developmental stages were viewed
as more effective classroom teachers in several ways. Burc:len 's (1979, 1980) work suggests that there are seQuentlal,
cumulative and hlerarchlal changes throughout tho teach·
Winter, 1983
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Ing career. Research on teacher effec tiveness suggests
that teachers at higher developmental and conceptual
levels may be more flexible, more stress·tolerant and more
adaptive in professional luncllonlng than teachers at
lower conceptual levels (Hunt and Joyce, 1967; Murphy
and Brown, 1970; Kohlberg,
.
1969)
more advancec:I stages result In more effective instruction, as some of these studies suggest, supervisors
and administrators should
facili
development to these
tate
advanced stages. Teachers' understandings and interpretations of their own development can be a positive influence on their further development. To aohleve that objective during inservlce programs, Newman, Burden, and Ap-)
plegate (1980 suggested a number of speci fic ways teachers could examine their long range career developmen
t.
(4) Build a data base for a theory o f teacher career de·
velopment
When practitioners, teacher educators and research ers exam ine teacher career development, they may recognize some deficiencies in the available data and may be In·
terested in conducting additional resea rch to add to the
data base. Research in this area Is In a state of infancy and
additional research would help define and clarify developmental characteristics and influences, and thus help
ach ieve the objectives discussed above.
With more data, a theory o f teacher career development could be proposed which would provide a conceptual framework for developmental Influences and characterist ics. Others have called for the development of this
theory (Getzels and Jackson, 1964; Schutes, 1975; Ryan,
1979; McNergney and Crook, 1980; Sprint
hall,
1980; and
Sprinthall and Theis·Sprinthall,
. In
1980)
a review of
teacher education, Schalock (1980) focused on the absent
research and discussed the value o f data in theory development.

Conclusion
Administrators, supervisors and school board members can help red uce the number of teacher d ropouts,
help meet teachers' needs, and promote further teacher
development when they recognize the cha racteristics of
teacher career development. Decisions by these people
concerning supervisory practices, staff development programs, funding, and resource services could be supporlive of teachers who have different skills and needs at d ifferent points in their careers.
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If we are serious about excellence in
education, every high school should
have a " university in t he school" program.

The relationships
between public
education and
higher education:
Neutrality,
symbiosis or
antagonism

cannot be used to describe the current relationships between lower and higher education. I will
make the case later that this could and should be
the type of relationship which we must strive for
and one which would be advanlageous both to the
public schools and to higher education.
3. Antagonism - Webster defines antagonism as the
state of being in active opposition to someone or
something. Thi s term may be a little too strong to
adequately describe the currenl relationships be·
tween schools and universit ies, primarily because
the opposition to one anolher Is more passive than
ac tive. Or. Richard Lyman, until recent ly the Presl·
dent o f the Rockfeller Foundation, said " One rea·
son why the d ividing line between schools and uni·
versities in this country so often seems more like a
grand canyon than a grade crossing is because
secondary school teachers and scholars have so
little sense of being Involved In a common enterprise." Therein lies the problem. Today with more
than 50 percent of all high school graduates going
on to college, an antagonistic relationship between
schools and universities Is detrimental to our
youth.

Relationships between schools and universities
for teacher ed ucation programs
Most formal relationshl ps which exist today between
school s and universities are for the purpose o f providing
laboratories for field e~perlences for teacher education
programs. While lhese arrangemen ts are useful and bene·
cial fi
for teacher training programs, they leave much to be
desired, i.e., they are necessary but not sufficient. Most
are not really "cooperative" arrangements. but rather they
are controlled by the schools. While the schools could
and some do, benefit greatly as a result of having oolleg~
b y Ric hard E. !shier
students at vanous levels o f training (observers, participants, student teachers, Interns) available to assist in the
educational process, the following conditions prevai l:
1. University students and university professors are
Current situation
considered to be '"guests" in the school and are
In describing the relationships which currently exist
not
treated as partners.
between the public schools and higher education, neutral·
2. Many public school ieachers view university stulty, symbiosis and antagonism are all applicable.
dents, particularly observers and particpants, as a
1. Neutrality -one of the dictionary definition s Is "ae
nuisance and do not take advantage of their experslat o f disengagement." This probably Is the best
tise to assist them In teaching the children in their
definition of the current relat ionships. w e don 't
classrooms.
There are few efforts to recognize that
pay much attention to o ne another. The schools do
these people can make a conlrlbutlon to the teachtheir own thing and hig her educ ation tends to lg·
ing/learning process. But leachers do complain
nore them except for "college
wh nights"
en we try
about not being able to Individualize education for
to entice "their" students to become "our" s tu·
their studen ts.
dents. Conversely, public schools tend to think of
3. Many "excellenl " teachers will not accept student
higher education folks as "ivory towerish,"
·
unap
teachers because they perceive them as liabilities
proachable, steeped in theory and totally unfa·
rather than assets In their classrooms. This is parmi liar with the real world of the classroom.
ticularly appalling because research clea
rly indi·
2. Symbiosis-The dictionary defines symbiosis as
cates
that
the
cooperating
teacher
is
the
single
the llvl ng together of two dissimilar organisms In
most important Influence In shaping behaviors of
close association or union, especially where this is
student teachers. Furthermore, student teachers
advantageous to both. Clearly, schools and unlver·
adopt the teaching behaviors of cooperating teachsltles are dissimilar organiwtions, and this term
ers and, thus, it behooves us to pl:s1ce student
teachers with the best teachers In the school.
4. University supervisors of student teachers spend a
Richard E. !shier is dean of the school of Educatio n
grea
t deal of time in the public schools, but if they
and Ps ycho logy at Emporia State University.
give advice or are in any way critical of curriculum
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or teaching methodologies, they are not very welcome in the school. School people olten resent being told hOw to do something in a different and perhaps better way.
Need for cooperative working relationships
Most public universities have an open admissions
policy. This means that any student who makes it through
high school has Iha right and indeed the privilege to enter
a public university. Today nearly 80 percent of the students finish high school. Hence, we receive students of all
abilities and 01all degrees of preparedness to do college
work. We can take one of two different positions regarding
thi s reality:
1. We can take their money, or their parents' money,
maintain our standards. and say " tough" if they
don't succeed. And, of course, many will not
succeed even If we provide remedial education for
all who are in need of it.
2. Or we can establi sh collaborative programs with
public schools to improve the education of collegebound students. It' s such a simple point- and yet
in recent years this school/college relationship has
been essentially Ignored. We've pretended that we
could have quality in higher education without
working with the schools which are, in fact, the
foundation of everything we do.
My premise is that schools and universities must be·
gin to work together to improve the educational system-elementary school through graduate education.
But, the relation ship must be truly cooperative because
the University people cannot simply tell tlie elementary
and secondary teachers what to do.
Principles for building bridges between
public school and higher education
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching is undertaking a major project in school/college
partnerships, and Ernest Boyer, (1981), President, says the
iollowing principles are absolutely crucial if we hope to
build bridges between secondary and higher education:
1. Educators at both levels must agree that they do in·
deed have common problems. Knute Rockne once
said to his football team at Notre Dame at their first
practice, " We are going to start with the basics.
Gentlemen , this is a football." This is how basic
this principle Isl
Since the mid 1960s, the verbal and mathe·
matics SAT scores have gone down; as have ACT
scores in English, social science and mathematics;
the Iowa test scores have declined In all areas ior
grades nine through twelve; National Assessment
for Educational Progress data show declines in science at each age level and a decline in writing skills
at ages 13 and 17. Ironically, a recent Kettering
Foundation survey revealed that 50 percent of the
students In the elementary grades and 25 percen t
of the high school students feel that they are not
being asked lo work hard enough In school.
2. The traditlonal academic "pecking order" must be
overcome. For many years colleges and universities have had a "plantation mentality" about the
schools. Higher education set lhe ground rules and
the schools were expected to passively go along.
Consider, for example, that teachers, principals
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and superintendents are rarely consulted when ad·
mission requirements (or graduation) are set even
though they may have an impact on the public
school curriculum. Ways must be found to bring
educators at al I levels together and break down the
rs
lhe vineyards at·
worke
ivory tower
Invis
vis-atitudes.
3. ti Collaboration Is To Succeed, The Projects II Fos·
ters Must Be Sharply Focused. It Is Important that
goals be clearly delineated and lhat projects Initially be limited to o ne or two. Some o f the successful collaboration efforts have started with curricular ar.eas like English and calculu s where courses in
the last year of high school and the first year of college overlap.
4. Those who participate in collaborative activities
must get recognition and rewards. Such rewards
for successful projects include giving adjunct professor status 10 certain high school teachers, tui·
tion reduc tion and university personnel receiving
service credit toward tenure, promotion and salary
increases.
5. Collaboration must focus on ac11on, not machinery.
The most successful school/college programs are
those ror which people see a need and find time to
acl , with little-red-tape or extra funding. Consider
the powerful Impact on schools and on public atti·
tudes if each college across the land were to have
at least one department work with a high school or
two on upgrading some program activity in music,
in language, In science, or in the visual arts. And
much of this can be done witho ut elaborate arrangements and extensive funding.

J

Examples of collaborative efforts between schools and
universities

The following are exaples of possibilities for schools
and universities to begin their collaborative arrangements:
1. Personnel from school distric ts and universities
work together to develop curriculum in the various
subject areas, articulation of curriculum K througll
college.
2. A university could " adopt" a school which sends
large groups ol students lo it particularly if those
students are not generally well prepared. They can
collaborate to Improve the skills o f college-bound
students.
3. Universities can teach freshman level courses to
college-bound high school students in the local
high school. This can become an honors program
at the high school.
4. Project Advanoo at Syracuse University (1981 ) is
the largest program in the U.S. offering the high
schools regular college courses for credit, taught
by high school (not university) faculty. SUPA was
Initiated in 1973 in six Syracuse high schools but in
1980-81, served 76 high schools and 4,000 students
In New
k, Yor Massachusetts, Michigan and New
Jersey. High school students take courses in biol·
ogy, calculus, chemistry, Engl ish, psychology, reli·
gion and sociology which are transferable to any
college or university. These courses are taught by
high school teachers trained by Syracuse University and supervised by professors of appropriate
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departments. Evaluations have shown that these
students who are generally in the top 20 percent of
their class, do as well as or better than college
freshmen who take the same course on the university campus. This program has been so successful
that Syracuse is getting calls from high schools
across the country wanting to participate. If we are
truly serious about excellence in education, there
should be a " university in the schools" program In
every high school; and the local college or university should be directing them. Such programs
would not only help gifted students but would also
bring recognition to g ifted teachers.
5. Exchange o f Consultants or Resource Personnel.
University faculty could be available to schools and
es
publi c school teachers could be available to unlver·
slti to serve as resources or consultants. Semes·
ter exchanges could even occur, i.e., a high school
li Eng sh teacher would teach at the university and
the Professor would teach In the high school. This
would facilitate understanding and cooperation .
6. Bay Area Writing Project- This University-School
project began at Berkeley in 1978. It has succeeded
precisely because the partners agreed to solve one
specific problem. Simply stated, the purpose of the
project Is to help high school teachers improve
their teaching of writing. Summer institutes and inservice training led by university faculty and by
high school teachers are used to achieve this goal.

Winter, t 983
Published by New Prairie Press, 2017

Those selected are named "U niversity Fellows."
They become consultants to other schools in the
district and receive release time. This project is
funded by the National Endowment for the Humani·
ties, carnegie Foundation and the California State
Department of Education. The most recent evalua·
tion of the project shows that students who are
taught writing by teachers participating in the
project, perform on the average about twice as well
as those taught by non-projec t teachers.
In summary, there is a tremendous need for schools
al
and universities to work together to provide education
programs which will ult
imately
beneficial Ile
to bo th lower
education and higher educatl~n. The clima
te Is right for
such relationships to be established . Who will take the
ini tiative to begin the talks which are necessary to break
the ice and the barriers, real or perceived, which exist? t
challenge the leaders in instituti ons o f higher education
to make the first moves . Cooperation Is In the best interest
of all of us.
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This study showed that student teachers can influence cooperating teachers views in planning activities and using curriculum materials.

Impact of
student teachers
on cooperating
teachers
by David P. Lopez
and
John I. Thomas

Introduction
Are senior student teachers able to carryout maj or re·
sponsibility for the final phase of their professional prepschool
aration? As perceived by their cooperating public
teachers, to what extent can they influence the ways elementary school teachers view teaching? In a recent study
the authors, as part of New Mexico State University's inteam responsible for the training and supervision of senior student teachers, sought to answer these
questions. What follows describes their training experi·
ences, significant results of their professional prepara·
tion, and the nature of their Influence on their cooperating
teachers' views of nine process skills of teaching.
The Process Skills of Teaching: Professional Preparation
During the 1981 spring semester, the authors pre·
pared the s tudent teachers to implement nine carefully se·
lected process skills of teaching in public school class·
rooms selected for student teaching . These consisted of
planning appropriate activities for pupils, organizing ·activ·
ities to meet pupils' academic needs and personal inter·
ests, employing effective teach ing methodologies, using
productive curriculum materials, applying techniques for
motivating pupils, reinforcing pupils' learning, establish·
individual izing learning experl·
Ing rapport with pupils,
ences and evaluating the academic progress of pupils.

David P. Lopez is in the Department of Teacher Edu·
cation at the California State University in Fresno.
John I. Thomas is in the Department of Curriculum
and Instruction at New Mexico State University.
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The Teaching Laboratory
The teaching laboratory established for this preparation Included 68 senior elementary student teachers. The
authors Instructed and supervised 38 of these. A major focus of the laboratory centered on the professional preparation of New Mexico's 46 percent ethn ic minority population (36.6 percent Hispanic, 8 percent American Indian,
and 1.4 percent Black). Consequently, the students' train·
Ing was designed to prepare them to teach in culturally di·
versified classrooms. The development and implementa·
lion of the process skills investigated in this study constituted the heart of their preparation. ,
The st4dent teachers assumed a very large responsibility for their professional preparation. They opted to
work for a C, B or A grade by individually selecting course
syllabus activities necessary to prepare them to imple·
ment the nine process skills effectively in their public
school classrooms. As a result of observation, guidance
and supervision of their progress by the authors, they arrived at their decisions primarily on the basis of what they
sought to develop and improve. For example, student
teachers who felt they needed to improve their skills in
planning and organizing appropriate activities for their
those activities in the syllabus designed
selected
pupils
for these purposes. Thus they were called upon to write
lesson plans, present them to peer groups for criticism
and suggestions for improvement and submit them to the
teaching laboratory's instructors for further assessment.
This was followed by ;mplementation of the plans in their
public
school classrooms.
To earn a grade of "A" o nly one option beyond those
included in the basic requirements and in the "C" and "B"
options was required of the student teachers. This op tion
was to implement a project of their own choosing for a
period of four to eight weeks in their student teaching
classrooms. A partial list of the projects outlined in the
course syllabus for this purpose included:
a. A social studies unit taught through simulation.
b. An operetta and study of its era.
c. A program for creative children.
d. An individualized learning program .
e. A program for gifted children.
f. A reading program taught through dance, music
and drama.
g. A learning -centered classroom.
Additionally, student teachers assumed responsibili·
ties for projects other than those stated in their course
syllabus. That is, they opted for projects they felt would
improve their pupils' academic performance and thereby
positively influence their cooperating teachers' views of
the nine process skills of teaching which constituted this
study.

1

Integrative Seminars
To note the impact of the student teachers' application of the nine process skills on their cooperating teach ers' views of teaching, the authors conducted weekly seminars during the full-time student teaching phase of thesemester (eight weeks). Each seminar converged on the sue·
cesses and problems associated with the student teach·
ers' appl ication of the process skills In their public school
classrooms. As supervisors of the 38 students comprising
this study, the authors focused their attention on the inte-
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gration of the students' personal goals with the process
skills implemented in their student teaching .
On-site seminars were conducted in the individual
classrooms of the student teachers to better note the
varied teaching environments, materials used, classroom
organizations, pupil accomplishments and other aspects
related to the application of the process skills, especially
as they pertained to their individually selected projects for
implementation in the schools.
em

,,

apply

The CQoperati ng teachers were asked to rank the ex·
tent to wh ich their views o f the process skills were lnflu·
enced as a result of their implementation by their student
teachers. A Likert-type scale, ranging from no influen~
and slightly influenced to strongly influenced was used to
measure the degree of the teachers' perceptions. Table 2
shows the data cotlected and the degrees of influence.

Analysis of Data
To analyze the data, the findings of this study were
lmpl ent
a lion of the Process Skills
clustered into two categories as shown in Table 2. One
To ascertain the extent to which the student teach·
tlon
appll category depicts the number of cooperating teachers who
ers·
oa
o f the nine process ski lls o f teaching In·
were influenced in varying degrees by their s tudent leach·
fluenoed their cooperating teachers' views o f teaching,
ers' implementation of the process skills. The secondary
llec tedcategory shows the number of cooperating teachers who
the authors devised a questionnaire d irected to thi s prob·
and tabulated the data, analyze
d
them and
lem, co
were not influenced at all by th eir s tudent teachers' use o f
Interpreted the results.
ectlon
the process skitls o l teach ing.
As shown in the data, the highest degree of In fluence
of Data
Coll
by the student teachers on their cooperating teachers•
views was in the process skill of planning appropriate acData were cotlec ted from atl participating teachers. A
questionnaire composed of the nine process skills of
tivities for pupils and in their use of productive curriculum
teaching Investigated
In
this study was designed for this
materials. Thirty-four of 38 cooperating teachers were in·
purpose (See Table 1).
fluenced slightly to strongly In the former, and 32 of 38

Table 1
Cooperating Public School Teachers' Perceptions of Student Teachers' Influence
on Selected Process Skills of Teaching
Please place a check mark(..-) in the box that best reflects your position on each of the following s tatements.
MY STUDENT TEACHER HAS INFLUENCED THE WAY
I WILL IN THE FUTURE .. .

Strongly
Influenced

Moderately
Influenced

Slightly
Influenced

No
Influence

plan appropriate classroom activities for my pupils.
organize classroom activities to meet my pupils'
academic needs and personal interests.
e teaching methods.
use eflecllv
ively
od pr
implement curriculum materials

uct

techn iques for motivating my pupils to learn.
reinforce my pupils' learning .
establish rapport with my pupils
.
individuallze

my pupils' learning experiences.

evaluate the academic progress of my pupils,

Winter, 1983
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Table2
Cooperating Teachers' Responses to the Degree of Influence Exerted by Student Teachers
on Selected Teaching Criteria

Process Skil ls
of Teaching

Planning appropriate activities for pupils
Organizing activities for pupil needs
and Interests
Using effective teaching met hods
Implementing curriculum materials
productively
Applying techniques for motivating
pupils to learn
Reinforcing pupils' learning
Establishing rapport with pupils
Individualizing
ing
learn
experiences
Evaluating academic progress of pupils

Strongly
In fluenced

No
Influence

%

Raw
Score

%

Raw
Score

%

Raw
Score

%

1
1

2.6
2.6

19
11

50.0
28.9

14
10

36.8
26.3

4
16

10.5
42.1

1
2

2.6
5.2

9
18

23.6
47.4

18
12

47.3
31.5

10
6

26.3
15.7

1

2.6

8

21.0

14

36.8

15

39.4

2

5.2
2.6
2.6
2.6

6
5

15.7
13.1
10.5
10.5

13
12
13
11

34.2
31.5
34.2
28.9

17
20
20
22

44.7
52.6
52.6
57.8

Summary and Discussion
Two fundamental questions were the focus of this
study. Are senior student teachers able to carry out major
responsibility for the final phase of their professional
preparation? As perceived by their cooperating public
school teachers, to what extent can they change the ways
elementary school teachers view teaching?
Given the opportunity to freely select and implement
projects In their respective public school classrooms, the
38 s tud en t teachers comprising this study established
hlng
en·
ric
and rewarding experiences for the pupils they
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Slightly
Influenced

Raw
Score

were Influenced similarly in the latter category. The next
highest degree of Influence was in the employment of of·
fectlve teaching methodologies, with 28 of 38 cooperating
teachers Influenced slightly to strongly by their student
teachers' teaching methods.
According to the data, the studenl teachers lnflu·
enced their cooperating teachers le&!:t In the process
skills of establishing rapport with pupils, Individualizing
Instruction and evaluating the prog ress o f pupils. More
than half of the cooperating teachers stated they were not
Influenced by their student teachers' use o f these teach· s,
Ing skill as shown In Table 2.
It Is pertinent to note, also, that the majority of the
38 cooperating teachers were influenced slightly to
strongly In their student teachers' implementation o f
those process skills related to organizing classroom act
ivities (57.8 percent), motivating pupils (60.4 percent) and
reinforcing pupils (55.1 percent).

16

Moderately
Influenced

4

4

•

taught. Although the achievement of an " A" grade may
well have provided the stimulus for these experiences, the
results nevertheless were especially gratifying for the pu·
pils. Some of the pupils, for example, participated in the
early American westward expansion via role simulation.
Others, similarly, moved northward from Mexico in the
1500s with Juan de Onate to explore and settle the Southwest, taking on the simulated roles of wagonmasters,
farmers, soldiers, scouts and Indians. Still oth ers learned
about dinosaurs through self·lnstructional activities, such
as those implemented In learning·centered classrooms
established by the student teachers.
Individualized learning, peer tutoring and self.paced
activities for pupils were representative of other projects
carried out by student teachers from fo ur to eight weeks
during their student teaching phase. Some ol their projects were not restricted to the classrooms in which they
taught. Three student teachers, for example, went so far
as to implement a project of Spanish language instruction
cooperatively for pupils across several classrooms.
To what extent did the student teachers influence the
ways their cooperating public school teachers viewed ele·
rnentary school teaching? With respect to the nine pro·
cess skills of teaching exam ined in this study, the data
showed that better than 50 percent of the cooperating
teachers' views were influenced moderately to strongly in
planning appropriate activities for their pupils (52.6 percen t), and using curriculum materials productively (52.6
percent). These findings have proved useful In the assessment of New Mexico State University's teacher training

•
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program for senior student teachers in elementary education. II may be inferred from the data that the Department
of Curriculum and Instruction is significantly training its
student teachers in these two process skills of teaching ,
and that the student teachers have influenced a slgnlfi·
cant number of cooperating public school teachers to
consider changing their ways of planning activities and
using curriculum materials in elementary school class·
rooms to achieve more productive results.
The data have also pointed out the shortcomings o f
the department's student teaching program in the devel·
opment of process skills of teaching centered on the es·
tabllshment of rapport with pupils, teaching in terms o f
their Individual differences, and evaluating their academic
prog ress. Mo re than 50 percent of the cooperating teach·
ers perceived these process skills, as implemented by
their s tudent teachers, as having influenced them least to
change their vi ews of teaching. Ostensibly, greater atten·
tion must be given to procedures necessary to Improve
the application o f these three process skills by s tudent
teachers.

Winter, 1983
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Additional research into the nature o f the varying de·
grees of influence shown in Table 2 Is clearly in order.
What, for example, is there about the ways the student
teachers planned activities and used curriculum materials
that Influenced better than half of !heir cooperating teach·
ers moderately to strongly to change their views of these
two processes of teaching? And, conversely, what needs
to be improved in the ways s tudent teachers establish rap·
port with pupils, teach to their Individual differences and
evaluate their academic progress that may be of value in
influencing cooperating teachers to teach better? It is per·
tinent, therefore, that the training program for senior stu·
dent teachers In elementary educ ation take into account
these data. There Is a need to pxamine in greater detail the
en tire d imensions o f the nine process skill s of teaching
that constituted this study with the view of continuing the
development o f those skills perceived as influential by
cooperating teachers, and to develop those process skills
of teaching perceived by them as having little or no influ·
ence on their views of teaching .
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Mean ingful development
curricul um
comes about when there is an increased awareness about
the Curricuvelopment,
lum Leadership Hierarchy.

The leadership
hierarchy in
school-based
curriculum
development
by
Gerald O. Bailey
and
J. Harvey Littrell

Activities involving curriculum development have
never been greater than at the present time. Many school
districts have In tensified their efforts in becoming more
efficient and effective in producing quality students. Two
things are vital for dynamic curriculum development:
(1) knowledge of specific steps Involved in curriculum de·
velopment and (2) understanding of the leadersh ip roles
played by people needed in carrying out the steps of curriculum development.
Whi le there has never been universa
l
agreement on
the exact steps o f curriculum developm ent, there is gen·
eral agreement that curriculum developmen t Involves
goals, scope and sequence charts, curriculum guides,
objectives and some form of evaluation. Even when
school districts are somewhat familiar with the steps of
curriculum development, however, major breakdowns
have occurred when school districts attempt to imple·
ment some or all of the steps o f curriculum development
without a leadership model or plan.
The Curriculum Leadership Hierarchy' illust
rated in
Figure 1 Is divided into four spheres: Sphere 1 includes su{l<lrintendent , curriculum director, curriculum steering
committee and curriculum subject area committee;
Sphere 2 includes consultants; Sphere 3 includes building

Gerald 0. Bail
ey and J . Harvey Littrell are professors
sible
in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction a t
Kansas State Uni. versity
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level administrators; and Sphere 4 includes school board
members, lay citizens and students.
The Cu rriculum Leadershi p Hierarchy Illustrates
(1) who is directly and indidrectly
de·
In curricul
Involve
um
(2) the lines of responsibility between and
among curriculum leaders and (3) those people affected
by curriculum development activities-from su{l<lrinten·
dent to the patrons in the community. The superintendent,
curricu lum director, curriculum steering committee and
subject area committees have direc t leadership
responsl·
bill ties for curriculum development.
School board members, lay citizens and students
play an important but less direct rote in the curriculum de·
velopment processes. The consultants and building level
administrators have a special relationship with all of the
people involved in the curriculum development hierarchy.
Each play a vital role in assisting all ulum
curric
workers
become more effec tive in their jobs.

\

I

Sphere One: The superintendent' s rote
in curriculu
m development
The role o f the superintendent Is critical in the total
development of school-based curriculu m. The entire
school loo ks to the superintendent for leadership. Olrectly
n·
or indirectly, the superintendent establishes an enviro
ment which extends or restricts the kind and number of
opportunities for participating in curriculum development
activities. As a conseonence, it is vitally important that the
superintendent have: (1) A complete understanding of cur·
rlcu lum leadership hierarchy, (2) the capacity to share and
delegate responsibilities and (3) the ability to exhibit lead·
ership when monitoring the various steps of curriculum
developmen t.
The superintendent must be able to exhibit strong
leadership without dominating or smothering emerging
leadership in the curriculum structure. The enthusiasm
and excitement shown toward curriculum development by
facult
is often in direct proportion to the enthusiasm and
y
exc itement shown by curriculum leaders. Support of staff
through released time, materials, finance and personal en·
couragement will significantly affect the efficiency and
effectiveness of curriculum workers.
If the su{l<lrintendent perceives curriculum develop·
ment as chan ge-change in terms o f positive student
~ row th , then that top administrator must be an agent who
fo~ters and channels that change In an orderly and mean·
Ing k l fashion. This orderly and meaningful change comes
about when the superintendent exercises the skill of
shared decision making among those people affected by
lhe curriculum. Curriculum development becomes most
effective when those affected by the curriculum share In
the creation of that curriculum. Without shared decision
making, curriculum development remains in the hands of
the superintendent or a small nu mber of facult
y
members.
The administrator's ability to orchestrate all other components in the cooperative decision-making process Is vitally important.
The curriculum director's role in curr
iculum
lopment
deve
The curriculum director is designated as the lndlvld·
ual who is responsible for coordinating curriculum devel·
opment activities. While this person is ulti mately respon·
to the superintendent, the major leadership
ies callrespon·
slbilit
for implementing and monitoring the major
steps o f curriculum development.
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Curriculum Leadership Hiereachy Spheres
Figure 1
In small or rural schools, the superintendent of a
school distric t may often serve two roles - that of a superintendent and that of a curriculum director. In thi s situation, it is extremely Important for the superintendent to
recognize this dual responsibility.
Major responslbllltles assumed by the curriculum
director Include:
1. Scheduling those activities which deal with the
basic steps of curriculum development.
2. Serving as curriculum resource person to teach·
ers who need assistance in specific subject
matter areas, or in locating resources tor use by
teachers.
3. Interacting with teachers on curriculum issues.
The curriculum director should be responsible for
alerting faculty to issues which address ourrent
problems in the curriculum.
4. Insuring that the curriculum is being implemented
according to the basic curriculum
plans devel
oped by the school district.
5. Keeping records or the actions and/or decisions
o f the various curriculum study groups.
6. Insuring that curriculum guides are being utillzed
in the total curriculum process. This respQnslbility Includes regular evaluation activities aimed at
determining the value of the curriculum guide and
how the guide can be improved.
7. Implementi ng evaluation activities which assess
the curricu lum's total effectiveness. The develop·
ment of evaluation tools may be part of this responsibility.

Winter, 1983
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8. Securing the services of consultants when neces·
sary to assist other curriculum workers in dealing
with curriculum problem s and work.
9. Reporting directly and regularly to the superinten ·
dent about the progress being made In curriculum
development activities.
10. Serving as liaison to buildlng·level administrators,
parents, school board, lay people and students.
The role of a curriculum liaison allows the currlcu·
lum director to Ident ify Issues and problems
wh ich can be acted upon.
In many respects, the curriculum director must pos·
sess characteristics similar to the superintendent. This
person must be committed to shared decision making
which allows curriculum workers to provide Input when
decisions are made about the curriculum. The curriculum
director must have ability to (1) communicate well witho ut
dominating or alienating other curriculum workers,
(2) stimulate others in the importance of curriculum work
by both word and deed and (3) assume direct and ind irect
leadership roles as the curriculum developmen t situation
demands.
If the superintendent holds dual posltions-adminis·
trator and curriculum d irector, then an equal amount of
professional workload must be allocated to the function
o f the curriculum director as well as that of superintendent. This " juggling
difficult for rural and
emelyact" Is extr
small school adm inistrators. However, the role of the curriculum director is as Important as the role of the superintendent in the Curriculum Leadership Hierarchy.
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The Currlculum Steering Committee's role in curriculum
present on each subject committee. Except those subject
areas taught solely at the junior/senior high school (e.g.
development
business ed ucation). Subject area committee members
These K-12 committee members are either elected
are actively involved in determination of district goals,
or selected representat ives of the total faculty and deal
subject goals, scope and sequence charts and develop·
directly with curriculum issues. The Curriculum Steering
ment of curriculum guides. Each subject committee's sue·
Committee is usually responsible to the curriculum
cess at these tasks is vitally Important to the total lune·
director who establishes the curriculum agenda.
tioning of the other steps In school curriculum develop·
The cooperation between the curriculum director and
ment.
curriculum steering committee is extremely importan t.
As a consequence, the curriculum director and steer·
The combined leadership skills of the curriculum director
ing committee must orient subject area committees to
and curriculum steering committee affect the total Currie·
their tasks and identify the lmporl
ance
of the subject area
ulum structu re of the school district. Responsibilities anel
committees in the Curriculum Leadership Hierarchy. Two
tasks of the curriculum steeri ng committee are jolntly
major understandings which must be perceived by the
determined by the curriculum director and comm ittee
subject area committees are: '(1) curriculum change is a
members. They include the following:
del
iberate and systematic process; and (2) broad·based or
1. Serving as a sou nding board for facu lty members
shared decision-making Is a major principle in curriculum
who Identify curriculum issues which need to be
development.
addressed by the school district.
A major curriculum strategy which insures the effec·
2. Participating and guiding faculty in planning the
liveness of subject area committees is the amount of
basic components of the curriculum-goals, com·
working time made available to them. Regularly scheduled
petencies, objectives, scope and sequence and
meetings with specific and detailed directions from the
curriculum guides.
curriculum director and steering committee is imperative
3. Determining step s which need to be initiated to Im·
to insure the success of these committees. However,
prove the curriculum.
when these responsibilities are added on to the existing
4. Editing materials written by the faculty and writing
responsibilities without adequate provision o f time. the
documents which relate to the basic components
tasks of the subject area committees become burdensome .
of the curriculum.
5. Collecting in formation which evaluates how well
the curriculum Is being implemented (e.g., The use
of surveys which include teachers, students school
board members and parents.).
Sphere Two: The role of the consultant
in curriculum development
6. Developing and implementing evaluation measures
In cooperation with the curriculum director (e.g .,
Schools which employ an outside curriculum consul·
lollow·up studies which measure how well goals
tant should understand the role o f a consultant. Curricu·
are being achieved by the school.).
lum consultants should provide assistance with the pro·
cess of curriculum development . They do not produce the
The structure of the steering committee is extremely
Important. The steering committee members should be
products found In the curriculum. Consultants aid the
school district participants in making decisions. Deci·
composed of teachers representing the various grade
levels found In the entire school distrct (K·12). In many
sions are not made by the consultants. Consultants sug·
Instances, we see school districts with two steering
gest alternative solutions to problems; they do not solve
committees-one at the elementary level and one at the
the problems for the district.
secondary level. This kind of dual structure often hinders
Effective, efficient school curriculum leaders make
prudent and regular use of consultants. Olten the consul·
or prevents communication when teachers are trying to
solve problems which affect the total school district . A
tant can initiate activi ties which are difficult or impossible
single steering committee structure in the Curriculum
for the administrator or curricu lum director. Essentially,
Leadership Hierarchy Is usually more desirable.
the consul tants can play two vital roles in the total Currie·
The selec tIon or election of the steering committee Is mely
Important
t ulum
Leadership Hierarchy: They can (1) provide orienta·
also ex re
to the success of curriculum de·
lion to faculty on curriculum development steps and pro·
velopment. The comm ittee should be composed or teaoh·
ced ures, or suggest alternatlves; and (2) orchestrate the
ers who are wllllng to (1) accept respon sibility, (2) demon·
school district activities Involving one or more of the ma·
strata leadership skills among their peers and (3) exhibit
)or steps of the curriculum.
human relation skills which include providing Informati
on
Personal and professional qualities In consultants
should be considered when Involving them in the curricu·
and listenIng at critical points in the curriculum com mun I·
cation process. Obviously, the most important qualiflca·
lum leadersh ip. Curriculum consultants should possess
tlon is that of professional competence.
the following competencies or qualities:
1. a philosophical commitment to curriculum devel·
opment as a long-term process rather than short
term or single activity process.
The Subject Area Committees' role in curricu lum develop·
ment
2. credibility as a teacher and leader whose curricu·
lum concerns are student·oriented.
The subject area committees, by design, should have
a close relationship with the steering committee. The sub·
3. human relation skills which permit a harmonious
ject area comm ittees are the curriculum workers in the
working relation ship with the total staff rather than
Curriculum Leadersh ip Hierarchy. As was the case in the
only a working relationship with administration or
steering committee, K·12 faculty representation should be
curriculum director.
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Sphere Three: building-level administrators
The role of the building-level administrator has been
underestimated in the past. This person serves a key role
as both a facilitator and guide to teachers in the bui lding.
First, the building-level administrator must provide a support environment for the teachers who are engaged in curriculum development. Teachers often feel uncomfortable
with curriculum development since they do not have In·
depth knowledge about the specifics of curricu lum. The
administrator must do everything possible to help the
teachers feel secure in their activities. In both action and
deed, the administrator must communicate support for
their activities. A major method of communicating this
support is reinforcement for expended energ ies. The re·
wards for curriculum work are not always highly visible to
teachers. When an administrator is able to recognize qual·
ity work lhroug h some form of verbal or written reinforce·
ment, curricu lum productivity is likely to be higher.
Second, the building -level administrator must model
the enthusiasm needed for curricu lum work. If teachers
recog nize administrator's high interest and enthusiasm,
they are more apt to model those same behaviors. Like·
wise, if indifference and d isdain are modeled, teachers are
more like ly to exhi bit those qualities.
Third, the bui ld-level administrator often plays a key
role in facilitating the to tal communication process be·
tween elementary and secondary teachers. Often false
barriers have been created between these two groups; the
building administrator can help bring these two groups of
people together in discussions or activi ties.
Fourth, oh e of the most important skills exhibited by
the bui lding-leve
adm inistrator is knowledge about the
l
total curr
iculum development process. Answering questions and discussing curriculum issues with teachers are
vitally important. Al times, his/her knowledge of the steps
o f curriculum are as important as those of anyone else in
the Curriculum Leadership Hierarchy. Teachers perceive
administrators as models. As a conseq uence, the bu ild- e.I
ing-lav administrator must show leader ship by answering questions or insuring that teachers get their questions
answered during curriculum ac tivities.

,
t

Sphere Four: The role of the school board
in curriculum development
School board participation in the curriculum development process is obviously essential in the schoo l district.
Since this governing body makes many decisions which
will affect the school district, its involvement and awareness o f the Curricu
l
um Leadership Hierarchy as ii relates
to curriculum development may be as Important or more
Important than any of its other responsibilities. The super·
lntendent and curricu lum director are directly
le responsib
for keeping the school board regularly in formed about cur·
rlculum problems and issues which need to be add ressed.
School board members should not take a di reel leadership
role in the curriculum development process, but they
should be a functioni ng, c ontributing body. Perhaps a ma·
jor role school board members have is to ask ques tions
about the curriculum and curriculum development processes. Secu ring answers to questions about the extent
to which faculty are involved
In curriculum development,
the content of the curriculum at various levels, and the resources needed for curriculum improvement would aid
them in making decisions about needed support. The financial and moral support and understanding of the
school board is the pivotal factor in the success of curric·
u lum development.
Winter, 1983
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The role of lay citiiens in curriculum development
Lay citizen participation in curriculum development is
paramount for all school dis tricts. The degree of lay cili·
zen participation In the school d istrict, however, is heavily
dependent o n the financial
ial-economic
soc
rnake-up of
the community. Lay citizens involvement in the curriculum, as in the case of student invo lvement, should be regular and systematic. Lay citizens should play an important
role in determining the " what" of curriculum but not the
" how" of curriculum. Their participation in the setting of
goals for the district is essential. Thei r role should not be
one of dom ination or con trol of the other curriculum committees. Equally important, the role of lay citizens in the
curricu lum development process should not be one of
tokenism . Their orientation to curr
lumi cu
development
and participation on the various subject committees can
be invaluable in contributing to the establishment of a
quality curriculum.
The role of students in curriculum development
Needless to say, the role of students in the Curricu ·
lum Leadership Hierarchy has been historically controversial. In theory, curriculum experts have regularly advo·
cated student involvement in curriculum development. In
practice, however, s tudent involvement in curriculu m development has been limited. Irrespective of the problems
associated with student participation in the curricu
m,lu it
Is important in broad-based curriculum development.
The degree of student invo lvement should be monitored carefully. rmal
Under no
circumstances, students
neither have the experience nor the knowledge to be the
primary decision makers in the curricu
lum.
However, s tu·
dents do possess an overwhelming amoun t of information
which can be used In the total curricu lum process. Stu·
dent involvement should be regular and systematic. It is
essen tial that the students sllOuld not perceive their In·
volvement or role in curricu lum development as one of
tokenism. The fear of student involvement often stems
from the difficult
y
of channeling student input In a cons tructive manner. This does not need to be the case. Careled student
n
fully cha ne
input can lead to a great sense o f
curr
iculum involvement and appreciation by those people
who are most directly affected by it.
Ensuing results of proper implementation of the hierarchy
Overall, lour results are obtained from proper imple·
mentalion of the Curricul
um
Leadership Hierarchy in curricu lum development:
1. The school district recognizes the importance o f
specific leadership roles needed in curriculum de·
lopmen ve
t.
2. The school recognizes the lines of responsibilit
y
between and among the leaders in curricu lum development.
3. Curriculum fragmentation or stagnation is isolated
at the point at which it Is occurring in the curriculum development steps or leadersh ip h ie1archy.
4. Improved communication and relat ionships between among curriculum workers involved in tho
curriculum results from knowing how curriculum
leaders can and should function.
Meaningful curriculum development comes about
when there is an increased awareness about the Curricu·
lum Leadership Hierarchy. Those school d istricts which
21
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spend time identifying, creating and implementing the
Curriculum Leadership Hierarchy have found curriculum
work much more efficient and enjoyable.
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Quality students should not be denied
quality education.

A proposal for
federal
preparatory
schools
by Wallace Dace

The need for federally subsidized, high quality public
education, available to all gifted students regardless of
race, creed, color or family financial circumstances has
come to be keenly felt recently by thoughtful observers of
the American educational system . Various articles in the
press attest all too vlvldty to the serious decline In academic standards of many public school systems, espe·
cially in the larger cities.
According to a story In Time magazine (J uly 12, 1982,
p. 53) the Boston public
hool
sc
system, the nation's
oldest, "may now be one of the worst." A study conducted
by the Boston Globe discloses serious deficiencies in
academic achievement, reading skllls and teacher morale.
Perhaps the most serious problem uncovered by the
Globe was the fact that "there is no ci tywide curriculum
for teaching basic skills In each grade and no standard of
promotions. As a result, 89 percent of the stud ents are
promoted each year." And yet, "a third of the 10,000 high
school students taking more than two academic courses
flunked more than half their basic academic subjects last
\11inter. .,
Many other articles In newspapers and periodicals
report similar situations In our larger cities, brought on by
declining city tax revenues, cuts in federal support and antagonisms within the states between the smaller communities and the large cities. Hence, the places to begin a
new federal program in quality education appear to be the
larger urban areas. Further, In addition to a pressing need
for help, the cities also provide very large student-age pop·
ulations from which to draw, by examination, those gifted
children who should be admitted to federal preparatory
schools.

Wallace Dace is a p rofessor in the Department of
Speech at Kansas State University.
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Finally, the element of academic competition among
the cities should be considered. Competition Is a useful
principle in a free society. ft forces prices down In the industrial sector, generates improvements in Items likees
automobil and video recorders and in education, by a
process of general osmosis; it Is clear that competition
from private schools has improved standards In public
schools. City governments like 10 feel their municipalities
are nice places to live in as well as to visit. Boston doesn't
want to be known as the city with the worst public schools
tn the country any more than It wants to see the Red Sox In
last place in the American League East.
Federal support for education is commonplace in
Europe. Federal Departments o f Education and Cu lture
subsidize primary, secondary and technical schools, uni ·
versltles, research Institutes, theater, opera and ballet
companies, libraries and art museums, among other insti·
lutions for the public good. In America, only the military
academies and a few research Institutes are supported al
the federal level even though it Is only the federal govern·
ment that has the enormous tlnancial resources neces·
sary to achieve a significant improvement In the lever of
both public education and cultural opportunities for the
American people.
In Europe, the primary-secondary educational system s tend 10 follow along two fairly distinct routes. All stu dent s take the first three grades together, starting at
about age 6. Then, at age 9 or 10, students choose be·
tween schools which prepare them. on the one hand, for
the practical worlds of commerce, industry, civil service,
engineering and the performing arcs or, on the other hand,
for the worlds o f law, medicine, !he theoretical sciences,
literary scholarship and philosophy.
Training for the first group of endeavors tends to stop
with the high school or technical school diploma, but the
second group requires further study at a un iversity. Those
students who wish to pursue this route take examinations
which are designed to indicate their aptitude for university-level study, and those who pass enroll in special preparatory schools with fairly rigid courses of Study. in
France this type of school is called a lycee and In Germany, a Gymnasium, but the curricula are much the same
in all of these university-oriented schools, regardless of
country.
Over the years a kind of European consensus has de·
veloped regarding the preparation of students for the uni·
versify. They should be acquainted with at least one other
culture other than their own and preferably two-this cultur knowledge being obtainable by thorough study of
al
languages and literatures. They should be well prepared in
history, geography and some of the other social sciences.
They should have a sound knowledge of the biological and
physical sciences and be satisfactorily trained in mathematics.
This kind of primary-secondary education ls available
in America, but it Is usually provided only in very expensive, private preparatory school s, many o f which charge as
much for room, board and tuition as the most expensive
private universities. It would be a substantial shot in the
arm for public education in America if university prepara·
tory schooling of high qual ity were available to all students who qualify for such schooli ng, regardless of family
Income.
A proposal for such educational opportunity would
perhaps not fall on deaf ears in Congress. There are mem-
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bers of both the House and the Senate who hold deep and
abiding convictions regarding the fundamental impor·
lance to our democracy of a good education, available to
all. Hence, a plan to establish high quality federal prepara·
tory schools in a number of large cities, as a pilot project,
would very likely receive serious consideration by the ap·
propriate cong ressional commi ttees.
Such a planshou ld be sulflclently broad to draw
enough votes in Congress to be passed and sent to the
President. The more cities marked for these new schools,
the more votes the project shou ld receive in the Congress.
There are 60 cities with populations over 260,000 and
about 44 million people live within their city limits. If an·
other 56 million people live In the suburbs of these cities,
then a program of 60 federal preparatory schools, one In
each city, should serve the needs of about 100 million peo·
pie . If the program proved to be popular with the public, It
could be expanded to reach the smaller cities.
The Department of Education in Washington would
be the logical administrative agenc y to supervise the fed ·
eral preparatory schools. The Secretary of Education
would appoint the principal o f each school who would, In
turn, recruit the faculty and staff. The secretary would be
responsible, in general,. for the curriculum of each school,
the standards of teaching and the budget. This would
include determining the total cost of operating the
60 schools for each fiscal year, in advance, and submitting
this budget to the President. When the overall budget was
approved by the Congress, the principals would be In·
formed of their budgets for the following year.
In recruiting the facu lty, the principal should be
guided by the general assumption thal each teacher
ld ho lhe Ph.D. degree in the appropriate field.
should
Many students are graduated from university doctoral
programs every year who would make excellent teachers
in their fields but who do not feel comfortable with the
stress and emphasis on research and publication asso·
elated with university teaching. This large pool of teach·
Ing.oriented Ph.Os could be called on to provide the bulk
of the faculties of the federal preparatory schools. Stu·

dents who had completed all the course work for a Ph.D.
but had not written the dissertation, might also be consid·
ered.
Further, the principal would be responsible for planning the teaching schedule, supervising the administering
o f the exam inations which determine the admittance of
the beg inning class each year, seeing to the operation of
the cafeteria and other aspects o f maintenance, adm lnis·
tering the budget and generally running lhe school in a
manner satisfactory 10 the Secretary of Education. Faculty
should receive tenure after a four-year probationary pe·
riod, and their pensions should be administered by the
Civil Service. A uniform salary schedule should be estab·
lished by the Secretary of Education which could be modi·
fied, as circumstances required, by the principal. The prin·
cipal would include a report on the school's activities for
the year with th e annual budget request. The final duly
each year would be to award the diplomas to those s tu ·
dents who, in the princlpai's opinion, had completed the
prescribed course of study sati sfactorily.

'

The school year should consist of two semesters of
16 weeks each, running from September to May with the
usual holidays. The faculty would work on a nine·month
basis, and the top members of the administration, on 12.
The total course of study should run over a period of eight
years with each student regularly taking six subjects per
day. With an hour allowed lor lunch, the school day should
run from 8 a.m . to 3 p.m.
Each student woulCI take a fixed course of study, six
subj ec ts per year for eight years. If on e failed a subject,
the entire year wo uld have to be repeated .
The faculty teaching load should be limited to three
hours per day, or 15 hours per week. By giving the teach·
ers time to grade papers and prepare proper lests, the
standards of teaching should be high, and the Jobs them·
selves should attract very capable people. Since a total of
288 classes would have lo be covered per day (48 subjects
multiplied by six sections of students) and the leachers
cover only three classes each per day, the faculty would

The 48-subject program may be summarized as follows:
YEAR

8th
7th
6th
5th
4th
3rd
2nd
1st

English
VI II
English
VII
Engl ish
VI
English

French
VIII
French
VII
French
VI

German
VIIIII
German
VII
German
VI

French

German

v

Ill

German
IV
German

History
II
History

Integral
lus
Dilferential
Cal.
Solid
Geometry
& Trig.
Plane
Geometry
Algebra
II
Algebra

Geography
II
Geography
I

Arithmetic
II
Arithmetic
I

v

v

Eng lish
IV
English
Ill

French
IV
French
Ill

Ill

English
II
English
I

French
II
French
I

German
II
German
I
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History
VI
Calcu
History

v

History
IV
History

Physics
Physics
I
Chemistry
II
Chemistry
I
Biology
II
Biology
General
Sci. II
General
Sci . I
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have to numller 96 or more. Adding in administ rators,
library staff, cafeteria personnel and maintenance workers
would probably bring the total staff of each school to
about 120 persons. Since class size should be held to
about 20 to 25 students, the total enrollment shoutd not
exceed 1,000-resulting in a teacher·pupil ratio of allout
one to ten.
In Europe, teachers usually take a class through four
years of work. In this way, they come to know thei r
charges well and can demand the ·most from each pupil,
since they will know if a particular student is not working
up to full potential. If this system were adopted for federal
preparatory schools, an English teacher in a given year, for
Instance, might be teach ing a first-year class meeting for
the first time, a third-year class that had met for two previ·
ous years and a sixth-year class that had been meeting for
one previous year. The next year, a teacher would have the
same students at levels one year higher.
Language study is usually divided into two four·year
segments. In the first tour years the pupils read from all
historical periods, from the middle ages to the presenl,
but lhe stories and poems chosen are those which can be
readily understood by children aged 11 to 14. From ages
15 to 18, the pupils start over again at the beginnings of Ill·
erature and again read their way up to the modern period,
bul this time they are exposed to the more complex
poems, plays, s tories, novels and essays. The teachors
have lhe entire say-so over what is read in each class at
each level and thus are not subject to boredom by having
to teach Iha same things over and over. This syslem, loo,
might well be adap led to the new federal perparalory
schools.
The requlremenl o f bolh French and German In a
quaiily preparalory
hool sc
does not seem excessive. The
richest modern literatures are wrilten In French, German
and Eng lish. and educated persons everywhere tend to be
acquainted with all lhree. Nor is eight years of training
more than what Is required to become genuinely fluent In
a language. There is a tremendous d ifference between be·
ing able merely to order a meal in a French restaurant or
ask d irections of a French bus driver, and discussing the
Issues of the day with an educated Frenchman or reading
the plays of Racine in the original. Too many Americans
remain in the f lrst category all their lives because their language preparation was Inadequate at the primary and secondary levels.
The value of lhe rest of the curriculum appears to be
self-evident A lhorough grounding in geography is essen·
tial to obtaining a substanlial grasp of hislory from an·
cient times 10 lhe present Short segments of poli tical sci·
ence, sociology and economics could be inserted in the
history program al the discretion of the teacher, so long as
sulficient ti me Is allowed for the student to master the es·
sentials of world history, " the record of man's struggle for
freedom." as Kant defined it.
Mathematics, lrom arithmetic through inlegral calcu·
lus, lorms the basis of scientific study, while lwo years of
each ol the major sciences, biology, chemistry and
physics, seem little enough preparalion tor continued
sludy al the university level of modern achievements in
science and medicine.
The cost of operating SO schools o f the kind envisaged here would nol be excessive in view of the considerable return to the nation in the form of enhanced inteilec-
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tuai achievement on the part o f men and women who have
been seriously challenged in primary and secondary
school. If salaries averaged alloul $20,000 per year for a
staff of 120 persons, the payroll would run 10 about $2.4
million. Renl on a suitable building logelher with operating and mainlenance costs ought to run no more than
S000,000 thus bringing lhe annual cost per unll to about $3
million. This cost multiplied by 60 units would bring the
total outlay lo about $180million annually, In its initial
phase, something less than the cost of a B·l bomber.
Ideally, the students should pay only for lunch, but a few
expenses such as books, supplies and science
additio
laboratory tees would probably be unavoidable.
The kind of public proparalory school described
herein would provide the basic elemenls o f a good, gen ·
uld
ege
co
r
enle coll
era! educalion. A sludent so ed ucaled
and lesl ou l of a great many required courses. In fact, a
sludenl who had received a Federal Preparatory Diploma
could probably finish undergraduate college work In three
years, or even two, and enter graduate school to prepare
for law, medicine, scholarship or lheology at an earlier age
than is now customary.
Our besl sludents should receive lhe besl possible
primary and secondary education. Quality students
should nol be denied quality education on lhe grounds
that such a thing promotes "elitism ." An intelligent stu·
dent who wants to learn, who reads, writes, thinks, enjoys
homework, is educable In the highest sense, should not
be held to the level of lhe average sludents in the class in
the name of democracy. This is a perversion of a great
concept, because one of the basic clements of democracy
is the protection of the rights of mlno
ies.
ril
And inleili ·
s li ke
the young William
gent, gifted, motivated s tudenl
James and the young Thomas Edison are inevilably members of a minority, whose right lo unlimiled inleliectual
growth shou Id be carefully protected by our democralic
public school system.

nal

Appendix
The sixty largest cities In the United Stales with their
populations are listed below. Figures are taken from the
1980 Directory of the Mayors of America's Principal Cities,
published by the U.S. Conference of Mayors. 1620 Eye St.,
N.W., Wash20006.
inglon, D.C.
1. Akron , Ohio (249,815)
2. Albuquerque, N.M. (284,617)
3. Atlanta, Ga. (425,666)
4 . Austin, Tex. (313,009)
5. Baltimore, Md. (827,439)
6. Baton Rouge, La . (302,236)
7. Birmingham, Ala (280,544)
8. Boston, Mass. (618,250)
9. Buffalo, N.Y. (400,234)
10. Charlotte, N.C. (281 ,696)
11. Chicago, Ill. (3,074,084)
12. Cincinnati, Ohlo (410,441)
13. Cleveland, Ohio (625,643)
14, Columbus, Ohio (533,075)
15. Dallas, Tex. (848.829)
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16. Denver, Colo. (479,513)
17. Detroit, M ich. (1,314,206)
18. El Paso, Tex.(391,049)
19. Fort Worth, Tex. (367,909)
20. Honolulu, Hawaii (713,500)
21. Houston, Tex. ( 1,455,046)
22. Indianapoli s, Ind. (708,867)
23. Jacksonville, Fla. (532,346)
24. Jersey City, N.J. (239,998)
25. Kansas City, Mo. (458,251)
26. Long Beach, Ca. (338,344)
27. Los Angeles, Ca. (2,743,994)
)
28. Louisville, Ky. (330,011
29. Memphis, Tenn. (667,880
)
30.
M iami, Fl a. (354,993)
31 . Milwaukee, Wisc. (661,082)
32. Minneaplis, Mi nn. (371 ,896)
33. Nashville, Tenn. (430,941)
34. Ne wark. N.J. (331,495)
35. New Orleans, La. (580,959)
36. New York, N.Y. (7,422,831)
37. Norfolk,
. Va (284,033)
38. Oakland, Ca. (332,028)
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39. Oklahoma City, Okla. (369,438)
40. Omaha, Nebr. (371,012)
41. Philadel
, phia
97,403)
Pa.(1,7
42. Pi ttsburgh,Pa. (449,092)
43. Phoenix, Ariz. (679,512)
44. Portland , Ore. (379,826)
45. Rochester, N.Y. (262,766)
46. Sacremento, Ca. (262,305)
47. Saint Louis, Mo. (519,345)
48. Saint Paul, Minn. (272,465)
49. San Antonio, Tex. (783,765)
50. San Diego, Ca. (789,059)
51. San Francisco, Ca. (663,478)
52. San Jose, Ca. (573,806)
53. San Juan, P.R. (486,596)
54. Seattle, Wash. (490,586)
55. Tampa, Fla. (271.365)
56. Toledo, Ohio (366,525)
la. (338,765)
57. Tulsa, Ok
58. Tuscon, Ariz. (302,359)
59. Washington, D.C. (700, 130)
60. Wichita, Ks. (267,276)
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It should be clear that no single pencil
and paper test can assess teacher
competence.

JI

Assuring teacher
competence
by Leonard M. Chaffee

Recent articles in both popular and professional pub·
lications reflect the interest of citizens and educators In
the topic of teacher competence. Several states now re·
quire new teachers to pass some type of examination prior
to being certified. In Kansas, recent deliberations of the
State Board of Education serve as a public expression
that, at least some people, believe that " something needs
to be done" to make certain that only competent teachers
are permitted to teach In our sc hools. Although it seems
ridiculous for those of us in the education profession to
have to reaffirm our belief that teachers must be compe·
tent, the response should be quite simple! Of course, we
all want to assure the competency of those who teach o ur
children
.
The competencies necessary for successful teaching
are complex. Scannell and Guenther' have defined the
broad expectations of a professional teacher as follows:
" Possesses
-understanding;
self
has knowledge of life·
long human g rowth, development and learning and ap·
plies th is knowledge to teaching children and adoles·
cents; Is skilled in human relations; understands curricu·
lum planning and is skilled in choosing and adapting
instructional strategies to implement varying curricula;
understands the educational needs of exceptional learners, the procedures used to identify them, and the recom·
mended educational methods for instructing them in the
teast restrictive environments; evaluates student learners
and uses educational research methodologies to improve
instruction and student learning; understands the scope
o f the teaching pro fession and the school as a soclal· ·polit
leaf organization; Is a liberal!y educated ~rson; and, has
adequate knowledge of at least one subject area Included
In the public school curriculum."
Another writer' has stated: "The professional
uca·
ed
lion program shou ld Include: (1) the comprehensive study
of pedagogy, including direct experiences in teaching and
learning which relate theory to practice, (2) a concentra·
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tion In o ne or more teaching fields, (3) a solid foundation
In the liberal arts and sciences, including basic skills and
(4) an inter-disciplinary view of the undergirding disci·
plines of education."
I provide these lists of competencies only to under·
score the complexity of the ro le assigned teachers. Al·
though I am in favor of using some type of test as part of
the process to determine minimum competency, we must
be careful to avoid "quick solutions.
fix"
A certif ication
examination will not replace well-conceived programs
which assure the continuous evaluation o f those preparing to be teach ers. Such an examination must be only one
component of an evaluation system which includes the
application of appropriate standards for entry into teacher
education programs, the continuous monitoring of stu·
dent progress throughout the program and means for eval·
uating the success of students' student teaching experi·
enc es.
Given the complexity of the teaching role, It should
be abundantly clear that no single pencil and paper test
can assess teacher competence ! In considering a certifi·
cation process designed to assure the competence of be·
ginning teachers, it is especially Important that plans for
such a process include an extended opportunity for
teacher candidates to demonstrate, in the real school
world, their abilities to apply specific competencies
within the areas noted earli er. A mechanism must be pro·
vlded through which students may relate theory to actual
practice in clinical settings. An Initial teaching certificate
should be awarded only after successful completion of
this teachi ng experience conducted under the supervision
of a team of mentors composed of a master teacher, a
supervisor/admini strator and a teacher educator. If such a
supervisory team cannot give a positive evaluation, the
process should permit an additional period of teach ing un·
der supervised conditions in another educational setting.
In Kansas, the State Board of Education has the re·
sponslbility for accre<liting colleges and universities that
prepare school personnel for certification. Policies related
to institutional accreditation are extensive and include
standards related to ad mission, retention, exit and lollowup policies and practices.• The Board's evaluation pro·
cess Includes an on-campus visit by a team of profes·
sional educators for the purpose of ascertaining that
standards are being met
For several years, Kansas teacher education lnstitu·
tlons have had In place several Important components of
the lnftiaf·certiflcation process being discussed, lnclud·
ing the assessment of competency in basic skllls. Al·
though some wou Id include the assessment of basic
skills competency as part of an examination to be admin·
istered under the auspices of the State Department o f
Education, I would urge that this portion of the process
remain a responsfblllty of each teacher education institu·
lion. Indeed, our state un iversities now have a common
.policy in regard to the assessment of basic skills as a pan
of teacher education program admission requirements. In
designing a new lnitial·certiflc
ation
process, it would be
wise to build on what presently exists.
Although it may appear defensive, I want to remind
our readers that we shou ld proceed from a positive view as
we review the processes for assuring teacher compe·
tence . I am troubled by those who use various statistics
related to "falling test scores" and "reports of barely liter·
27
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ate students" being graduated from our schools. The vast
majority of teachers in Kansas have been (and are) doing a
fine Job. Although some people would have us believe dff.
ferently, It is helpful for me to remember the recent Gallup
Poll' which reported that parents with children In public
schools
view teachers and schools in their communities
positively. Especially interesting are the results of a re·
cent survey• conducted by researchers at Emporia State
University which indicated that 86 percent of Kansans
who have children in public schools rate both the schools
and the teachers of their children as A, B or C. Futher,
when asked 10 Identify particu lar strengths of the public
schools, the most frequent answer given was - teachers!
As we continue to seek improvements in the certlflca·
tion process and In all phases of education, let us remem·
ber that we are working to improve an already fine profes·
sion. It Is Imperative that we devise more effective means
of both helping members of the public at large know
better the successes of our schools and making the pro·
fession more attractive to both experienced and potential
teachers. Questions of teacher competence cannot be di·
vorced from the reward structure. In a recent study' con·
ducted In Kansas, inadequate salary was most often cited
as the reason for experienced teachers leaving the proles·
sion. According lo data provided by the Kansas State De·
partment of Education,' the average salary for teachers in
the 1980·81 school year was $15,252. The same report indl·
cated that the average salary for 1981·82 is $16,712 (estl·
mated). The actual average will not be available until the
end o f the school year. Given these facts, we are fortunate
indeed 10 have had many fine people enter the profession
o f education over the years.
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Dealing only with the Initial certification process and
Ignoring financial aspects will not improve our ability to
attract and retain quality teachers. Again, although I
support the use of an examination as part of the process
tor determining Initial certification, this concept should
not be considered in a vacuun.
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Quality is in no way equivalent to
prominence

Multi-cultural
education,
a need for
conceptual
clarification:
further remarks
by Robert P. Craig

~

I

Whatever else may be said of it, culture has chiefly to
do with the symbols and other vehicles of expression
used to achieve and to sustain both commonality and
distinctness in human relationships in a social setting. As
John Greenway wrote, "Anthropology has only recently
discovered the concept of culture; it has not yet had time
to explain it.'" Our provisional characterization of culture
is intended to point toward the development of an ade·
quate explanation as a further means of illuminating multi·
cultura experience. What we will consider below are in·
sights about multi-cultural experience drawn from numer·
ous partial explanatory efforts available not only from an·
thropology, but from phi losophy, biology, sociology, psy·
chology and other fields as well. And that's quite a task!
Not everything that goes on in a particular human relationship is cultural. Only those uses of symbols and
other vehicles of expression are cultural that take shape
within particular social settings and that are thereby
shaped by social factors within those settings. Rather
than emphasize the universal or the special, the general or
the particular aspects in separation from each other, we
shall consider the common elements of experience wherever anel however they may appear. This wi If not tel I us
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;-vhat culture Is; but it will aid in developing a few insights
into mult1-cultura1 education.
Nor shall we come to understand what any cultural
phenomenon is about in merely general terms. Just as a
psychoanalytic patient can never be accurately under·
st~od merely as an example of some theoretical category,
neither can the more extensive phenomena of culture. The
dynamics by which both the more common and the more
distinctive elements are achieved must be attended to, as
must the mechanisms by which these are maintained-especially those by which conflicts between the various
elements are dealt with. I am not suggesting that sociocul·
turaf phenomena are to be understood in precisely the
same way as individual experience, only that the two
investigative processes are similarly complex because hu·
man beings are the subject in question. Furthermore, the
Investigators are themselves bound to bring their own
Individuality and their own cultural identity into either
process of inquiry.
II
Culture is to be seen as a complex, variable system of
symbols and other vehicles of expression, as a system by
which communication takes place and community is
formed. As the system becomes more complex, schooling
becomes increasingly important as a social medium for
cultural maintenance and achievement. " Schooling" is de·
fined as any formal social organization that exists for the
purpose of education. "Education" is briefly defined as
any process conducive to human growth in which the affected individuals are themselves active participants.'
Yet some forms of socialization in schools have little
to do with actual human relationships because they rely
on fake abstractions, such as inappropriate labeling, racism, for instance; or because they purvey symbols that
have lost their meaning in relation to current experience;
or because they can only be applied in ways alien to real·
ity. These forms of socialization are cult ural to a very low
deg ree, If at all.
Other forms of socialization are valid for relatively
non-cultural purposes but cou ld become cultural in later
experience. For example, computer games, historical surveys and technological forecasts can all be used to present a range of possible social interactions. Even though
no recommendations for action can be made in any given
instance, definite boundaries are inevitably set.
To that extent, the student may be socialized into a
more or less limited set of possible social interactions, in·
solar as he/she is unable to move beyond that set by any
other means. The student is not necessarily locked into a
particular set as he/she enters into new relationships, but
the individual is unquestionably limited by previous socializing influences. Since the vehicles of expression by
wh ich the student could commun icate or form community
within the new relationships are not yet present, culture
as we have characterized it is, as yet, Inchoate at best.
Nevertheless, a definite socializing process has occurred
and may affect the direction that cu ltural expression eventually takes to a considerable extent.
Children's books present particularly notable exam·
pies of all these distinctions. A child could be so limited In
the various socializing Influences through available books
and other media, and so impoverished in his/her repertoire
of cultural means of expression, as to emerge from
schooling with very-little cultural advantage.
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A person in an extremely disturbed schizophren ic
A fourth function is to enable the individual to coordi·
stale will be in a similar fix, even though the individual
nate the diverse influences of the many social environmight otherwise be quite learned, because he/she has a
ments he/she may enter, a steady and integrating experilow capacity for genuine human relationship and is defl·
ence that brings the simplifying, selecting and balancing
functions to fulfillment. In setting multi -cultural objec· instlnc
clent in the closely related capaci ty to sublimate
lual
drives by cultural means.• The person will use some of
tives with all these basic functions of schooling In mind, it
is important to recall Dewey's depiction of a social envilhe products of culture, without being able to share
l life wllh others. The ind ividual may contribute to
cultura
ronment as consisting o f all " lhe activities of fellow be·
ings that are bound up In the carrying out o f the activities
cult
ure, in the sense that the person brings forth material
of any one of its members."' If this action-laden picture is
that can be used by others lor cultural purposes-wh ile In
the individual' s own split-off Ille he/she is virtually bereft
superimposed upon the characterization o f culture in
terms of the development of human relationships, we
of culture. In boycotting the world, In refusing to develop
human relationships, the person effectively withdraws
shall have to search beyond such broad categories as
" Black " "middle
class "
and " Chicano" in order to find
ural experience as well.
from genuine cult
maierial
toward
which
multi-cultural
oblectlves may be
the
Ill
appropriately directed.
What does all this have lo do with the school? How
IV
can the school be an effective agent of socialization ? I be·
lleve John Dewey had important Insights into such ques·
These functions and the several types of criteria for
selling multi·cultural objec tives would appear to be Indistlons. Though in quite general perspective, Dewey has
shrewdly analyzed the "cultural quality"
problem In
pensabl if there is to be a creatively intelligent approach
schooling
by distinguishing four special functions o f a
to mu lti-cultural education in the schools.' Clearly, the
school within a complex society.•
recommended process moves far away from the time·
The first function is to provide a simplified environ·
worn plea for assimllatlon-this only ends In uniformity
ment, one in which the'complex lile around the student Is
and elitism. As Dewey himself well knew, In a more open
broken into fairly fundamental and manageable portions.
and democratic society the surprises, the blendings, the
These are presented in a way that permits interaction by
new encounters are Just as important as the more settled
the student in a manner appropriate lo the person's stage
elements. Multf·Cultural education in such a setting must
of cognitive-affective development. They are progresfoster these things and must provide means for their
sively ordered to move from the more simple to the more
critical assessment.
complex. Already at thi s elementary level , selections are
The so·called
ttle"lithings"
often count most, be·
being made so that the s tuden t's learning is no t a hap ·
cause they are o ften lhe best indicators of what is hu·
hazard affair. Multi-cu
ltural
objectives are called for, more·
manely most significant. Therefore, to leave them out in
over, no l just because a given society might be ethnically
the interest of covering o nly what is most pro minent in
pluralistic, but because it ls complex throughout. Criteria
cultural experience Is lo imperil the entire effort. Quality,
are also suggested at this level that begin to form a
in short, is In no way equivalent to prominence. At this
pattern for such objectives.
very moment, for example, I am emphasizing the "little
The second function of the school tor Dewey is to
things"-llke gestures of triendllness, the nuances of
serve as the chief agency of the society tor selecting the
dress and what we carry around In our pockets-through
best, especially what will make for a better future society.
some of the symbols at my disposal and in order to spark a
These things are reinforced; what is relatively undesirable
possibility o f relationship between us. This is a cultural
is excluded, so as to establish a purified social med ium
act done within a hightellectual
ly in
social setting
and
for action.
with marked feeling. Non etheless, the point is tucked
Obvious dangers lurk here, as in any public context
away In the midst of a longer discourse and, at this particwhere value judgments are being made. The attempt, can·
ular time, must be elevated from lhat d iscourse In order to
not, however, be avoided, because value judgments of thi s
gain the high importance It deserves. It, like much of
sort will be made In any case. In setting multi-cu
al ob·ltur
multl·cultural experience, is a " littlething" in momentary
jectives, further criteria must be established that will indl·
appearance only.
cate a range of approaches and experiences within which
Footnotes
the more highly valuable cultural elements can be ex·
plored and reinforced. Wilhln a more open and democratic
1) John Greenway, The Inevitable Americans. (New York: Kooph,
society, the list would have to begin with modes o f
1964~ p. 68.
genuinely appreciating diverse ways of experiencing the
2) The distinction among educational settings, processes, and
world through different cultural means.
aims or produc1s Is elaborated on by Terrence Tice In "Alterna
·
Dewey's third function of a school within a complex tlvcs
in Education: A Framework for Inquiry," in Alternative Educa·
society is to provide some balance among the various
lion in a Pluralistic Society, edited by Charles Moody, 01. al. (Ann
elements that exist within the social environment, so that
Arbor: University of Michigan, 1973), pp.1-·12.
each individual can escape from the limitation s of a more
3) These aspects of schizophrenia are noted by A.O. Laing. See,
narrow inherited environment, can lruilfully mingle with
Tho Politics of the Family and Olhar Essays. (Now York
: Pantheon
people of other backgrounds and can unite with them In
Books, 1972).
activity toward common aims. In this respect, multi-cul·
4) John Dewey, Democracy and Education. (New York: MacrnlUan
tural objectives would not support bland assimilation, a
Company, 1966), pp. 20·22. In a sense, Dewey's entire book actu·
uniformity that lacks respect lor differences of belief, cus·
ally con.stitu1es a devetopment of these I hemes.
tom and Identity and does not know what to do with those
5) Ibid., p. 22.
differences. Nor would it support strict separation, in
6) I have elaborated on this In Robert P. Craig, " M ulti
·Cultural Edvwhich Individuals are encouraged to form factions and tocation."
a Need for Concoptu.al Clarification.·· Educational Con·
reside there without any regard for alternative ways of lite.
sldarallons,
I
Vol. X, Number 2 (Spring 1982). pp. 2·4.
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Schools need to think seriously about
why they are doing what they are doing.

The purposes
of schooling
by John Martin Rich

Charles Silberman concluded in his national study of
American education that the central problem of schools Is
"'mindlessness": "i sim
never occurs to more than a
handful to ask why they are doing what they are doing-to
think seriously or deeply about the purposes of conse·
quences o f education." ' I want to pick up on this vital ob·
servation but treat it in a much different way.
Once the no tion of purpose is placed in a central posl ·
n lio in schooling, II can be used to untangle some difficult
problems. Our discussion of purpose will tie into li fe plans
or ways of life. Sc hooling, it will be argued, shou ld play an
Important role In assessing life plans. By Introducing professional plans (as part of a life plan), I hope to show how
the choice of a life plan would affect teacher education.
Purposeful activities
Th us I want to talk about the purposes of schooling
rather than education. This is a significant dlflerenoe
because In speaking about education it Is proper to dis·
cuss both formal and informal provisions; and education
may also be discussed in ideal terms, which may be lnspi·
rational but not always applicable to schooling. Addi·
ti
education could be viewed universally, but
schooling needs to be considered in relation to the
forces. By
l
community and various social and politica
schOol ls meant "a deliberate arrangement persisting over
a period o l time that invo lves teachers and students for
the purpose o f promoting learning' ."
All social
Institutions need purposes to func tion ef·
fectively. This Is especially true of schools since they are
designed to bring abou t certain results. An individual Is
purposeful when he/she is guided by a definite aim, when
he/she keeps an end or an alm·i n-vlew which is thought to
be worthwhile. Purpose is tied to action because the
worthwhileness of the purpose motivates the individual
and action ts needed to achieve the end sought.
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Those who argue that the Importance of meaning and
purpose has been overestimated and we should instead
get on with the business of teaching and learning rather
lhan waste time with such silly speculations engage in a
self-defeating argument. The critic wants others to understand w'h at he says and therefore wants it to be meaning·
ful to those Whom he seeks to Influence and for whom he
has a purpose in seeking to dissuade. In fact, alt school
activities need a purpose in order to make sense to the
participants; consequently, it Is appropriate for students
and school personnel to ask: "Why are we involved in this
activity?"; "What is It designed to accomplis
h?" ; " H
ow
does it relate to accepted princip
les
and policies?"
Whenever purposes cannot be discerned, an obliga·
tion for engaging in an ac tivity needs reassessment. In·
sisting that this is the way something has always been
done is an insufficient reason, as It Is In order to ask:
" Why was it originally done that way and are the reason s
still valid?" Thus a conscious effort must be mad e to state
the goals or objectives for all actlvl ties.
When students perceive classroom activities as
meaningful, it enhances their Interest and motivation. As
students develop, they can be expected to assume in·
creasing responsibility for lheir own learning and study
activities; yet for them to be able to do so means that their
plyteachers
t have modeled purposive behavior and provided
sufficient supervision and guidance.
But what is the upshot of these different purposes?
Each student ultimately needs an overall direction to his/
her fife. Some tendency is provided lo the extent that each
activity is purposeful; however. the ac tivities themselves
need coordination and integration so that they contribute
to a general direction in life based upon some overall per·
spectlve; otherwise no basic plan or overarching connec·
tion among the numerous activities would exist.
Schools and Ille plans
This general direction and overall connection is
found fn a life plan: a system organized around basic
values which prescribes the good Ille. A life plan, in one
sense, could be thought of as an image, model or a sketch.
Each person becomes his own artist by making several
sketches of various types of fife plans, then trying to put
oneself in the picture, adding some details to create real·
ism, envisioning how one would flt Into such a scene, and
then either accepting or rejecting It. Or, if one had warranted reasons, one could accept a ready-made life pfan or
combine aspects o f more than one ready·made plan (so
long as they are consistent with o ne another).
Thus if school s expect s tuden ts to make connections
and integrate their various activities In to a meaning ful
whole, students will be helped to become sufficiently
knowledgeable to choose or formulate a fife plan wisely.
Moreover, it would be inconsisten t for schools to try to
make all of their activities and policies purposeful and
then refuse to give students assistance In making connec·
lions in their fives. Yet it might be agreed that this is a vital
decision - the chiel value decision Iha! each person will
make- but that institutions and agencies other than
schools should provide the needod assistance. It would
appear, however, that schools are better equipped to
handle this function than most families, religious institu·
lions, and the media, because schools can be more
objective and impartial In handling various li fe plans; less
in need to indoctrinale or use sanctions to ensure precon·
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ceived o utcomes; and can offer a greater knowledge base,
learning resources, and teaching skil ls. This Is not to say
that fostering the study and choice o f life plans Is the only
purpose of schooling, since a study of rationales for
liberal outcomes will tu rn up o ther purposes.• It Is,
however, one of the more Important and neglected pur·
poses.
Different life plans or ways ot li fe can someti mes be
found among various racial and ethnic groups; these plans
are also represented In the world's major religions. Such
sources do not exhaust possible ways of Ille. There are
philosophical models-Eplcureanlsm, Stoicism, Utilitari·
anism, Humanism, Scientific Naturalism and others; his·
torlcal models based on Ideals of earlier ages; literary
models that could start w ith such figures in mythology as
Dionysius and Apollo; and polltlcal models based on such
systems as communism, anarchism, communitarianism
and others. Information 11bout actual preferences was
gathered by Morris in an empirical cross-cultural study of
preferences as to 13 different ways to live.•
But is the student's choice of any Illa plan acceptable
or are there grounds for preferring some life plans to
other? Rawls says that a maximal class of plans can be
created where each member of the class is superior to
those not included in It, but each Included in the maximal
class is on an equal level with one another.• To determine
what life plans will be admitted to the maximal class, it is
necessary to apply principles of rationality: first, the plan
should be consisten t with principles of rational choice
when these principles are applied to the plan; second, the
person choosing the planshould be fully aware of relvant
facts and carefull y considered the conseq uences. A per·
son's alms and Interests are rat ional, according to Rawls,
when they are promoted by the plan that is rational for
him. A rational
Is plan not a detailed blueprint but a hierar·
chy of plans wi th subplans added during the course o f
one' s life.
Rawls introduces the Aristotelian Principle as an ad ·
ditional selection device.• The principle states that human
beings enjoy using their abllltles (Innate or trained), and
their satisfaction grows the more their abilities are devel·
oped, or the greater the complexity of the material to
which they are applied. Agreed that one may likely enjoy
an activity more as proficiency Increases (although this Is
not necessarily true in noncompetitive situations). it is the
second part o f the principle that Is controversial-that of
two activities people do equally well, they prefer the one
that involves more intricate and complex discriminations.
Someone who can do both generally prefers algebra to
arithmetic and chess to checkers. The reasons tor such
preferences are that complex activities call for ingenuity
and invention and satisfy novelty and variety.
Rawls· does not give evidence to support the Aris·
totellan Principle as an empirical generalization. More·
over, It may not fit everyday observable practices where
some persons who are proficient at complex tasks
choose, for whatever reason, simpler activities. Perhaps
Rawls exaggerates the boredom found In simple activities
perhaps schools
Or simple Ille.
and leading a relatively
should promote complex activities because at least some
people will find them more satisfying or because they
make a greater cultural contribution than simpler
aclivi·
ties; however. Rawls does not actually make these claims.
In any case. altho ugh many complex tasks need to be ful·
filled in advanced industrial societ ies, it Is unlikely,
with
·
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out more defin itive evidence, that the Aristotelian Principle could be appl ied universally as a criterion to help determine wh at criteria will be admitted into the maximal
class . All that could be said is that persons who exhibit
good powers of concentration, self·dlsclpllne, divergent
thinking and abstract reasoning would be wi se to employ
the Aristotelian
Princip in helping lo choose a life plan.
le
In
to the principles o f rationali ty and modi·
addition
lied use o f the Aristotelian Principle, It would seem that
educators would also encourage students to evaluate life
plans In terms of the extent 10 which the plans encourage
continued education (whether formal or informal) throughout the li fe cycle. And any Ille plan that denies certain per·
sons or groups the opportunity to chOose a Ille plan
should not be admitted to the max imal class. The burden
of proof to cite relevant reasons lor so denying other In·
dividuals or groups should be on those who advocate do·
Ing so.
Schools need to provide students wilh knowledge
about different life plans, their characteristics and what
they entail, and an understanding of the requisite ablllties
to live fruitfully within the chosen way. Once a student has
gained the necessary background, he can critically evalu·
ate the different life plans using the criteria enumerated
and the consequences of living each plan in terms of his
own temperament and aspirations. The choice itself will
determine what general and specific abilities need to be
developed; the school can provide opportunities for ac·
quiring the gen eral abil ities; the specific abilities wil l need
to be gained·as a result of study and experience in partlcl·
pali ng in the life plan.

Professional plans
But how does all of this apply to teacher education?
Within each life plan are subplans which are personal,
al.
The personal plan pertains to the
social and pro fession
ind ividual 's own desires, abllltles and aspirations. For In·
stance, an ind ividual may desire to live a Ille of extensive
travel and adventure. Or another Individual may choose a
holy life devoted to the search for religious truths. The SO·
cial plan concerns one's citizenship responslbllltles and
responsibilities to others within the plan chosen. A social
plan, for example, may Involve a duty to take care of par.
en ts In their old age. A professional plan constitutes one's
formulation of career aspirations and, In more complete
plans, provides g eneral guidelines for atlalnong these aspi·
rations.
Let us say that i n the luture most schools begin 10
prepare students to study and evalu11te life plans. This
would than mean that students would enter teacher education with the broad outlines ol a prolessional plan; how·
ever, since such students would likely have thought more
carefully than today's students about their career aspirations and the procedures for realizing them, they would
come to college armed with greater knowledge ol what
they want and would be more selective in identifying the
teacher education program which is most congruent wilh
their aspirations. Ultimately this would
ult res in a better flt
between the individual and the progam and contribute to a
lower attrition rate.
But teacher education programs themselves
would
change to meet these new demands. An enlarged frame·
work for teacher education would be able to flt profes·
sional plans to the program and make programs suffl·
ntly flexib
cie
to accommodate more than one type of
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professional plan. For instance, some plans may expect to
use teaching skills in industry, museu ms, research institutes or educali
onal televisi
rattier on
than in more conventional teaching situations. Some teacher education programs would be able to accommodate such diverse plans
and others would not. The latter group would need to
counsel students to seek more appropriate programs else·
where.
This does not mean that because professional plans
can be diverse and unique that teacher education would
necessari ly have to continue to expand to be all things to
all people. For one thing not all pro fessional plans are real·
istic in terms o f student abili ties and th e available programs; other plans feature aspects which contradict
sound educational principles and therefore would need
modification. For instance, a plan. based on using rote
learning as the principle learning device wou ld need to be
altered.
Those programs most likely to be able to meet the di·
varsity in plans would be those which seek to Identify the
basic principles and common understandings that tie together this diversity and render it more intelligible and
meaningful. This common base of knowledge and princi·
pies drawn from educational research and the lo undations
of education would serve as a source of unity as students
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Bloom for the lay
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acQuire specialized skills and supervised practice related
to their plan.
As Nietzsche said, " If we have o ur own why of li fe, we
shall get along with almost any how." The why of Ille lies
In the life plan . Schools respond to that why by early help
In understanding and choosing a life plan, and teacher
education respcnds lurther in satisfying the why by helping 10 fulfill the professional plan.
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In his introduction titled " New Directions in Educational Research and Educational Practice," he states that
contemporary research in education is moving rrom the
s tudy of " fixed or slatic variables to variables which are al-learn ing
processes or
terable either before the teaching
as part o f these processes" (p. 1). He presents the follow:
ing five fixed versus auerabte varial:Jles
Fixed
Time Available for Learning

Intelligence
Summative (Evaluation)
Teacher Characteristics
Parent Status
All Our Children Learning: A Primer for Parents,
Teachers, and Other Educators. by Benjamin S. Bloom,
New York: McG raw Hill, paperback edition, 1982. 275 pp.
$6.95
The purpcse of All Our Children Learning Is, accord·
ing to Bloom, to communicate his ideas and research to
a wide audience. For this purpose, Bloom has chosen
13 papers which were "originally given as presentations to
large and varied aud iences for some special
asion"
occ
(p. vii).
Within the education community Bloom is a fertile
and productive thinker, gifted In producing conceptual
frameworl<s like the taxonomy of educational objectives.
He has more recently clarified and stated pragmatically
Important concepts such as " formative and summative
evaluation " and " mastery
ing" learn
in ways that educa·
tors have adopted and adapted . After notable success and
a long career In education as a popu larizer of ideas (If not
an originator), Bloom understandably wishes to spread
these ideas to a wider audience.
Educational Considerations, Vol. 10, No. 1, Winter, 1983
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Alterable
Time the Student Is En·
gaged In Learning
Cognitive Entry (Behavior)
Formative Testing
Qualllies ofT each Ing
Home Environment Pro·
cesses (pp. 2·12)

Emphasi s on alterable variables Is characteristic o f
Bloom's pragmatism. He maintain s that the shift to alter·
able variables "enables researchers and educators to
move from an emphasis on prediction and the classlflcatlon of students to a conce rn for causality and the rela·
lions between means and ends in teaching and learning"
(p. 1).
The thirteen papers in All Our Children Learning are
presented in four sections, "Overviews of Education,"
" Home and School," " instruction and Curriculum Devel·
opmen t" and "Evaluation." Three papers make up each of
the sections except "Instructions and Curriculum Devel·
opment" which contains four. Within each section the
papers are arranged from the more recent to the earlier
papers.
" Innocence In Education," the first paper In section
one. " Overviews o f Education ," presents a paradox: Pro·
fesslonal educators have very lltlle definite knowledge of
educational processes to act upcn while
- "journall
sts,
re
formers and faddists" have panaceas. Bloom advocates
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" systematic ordering of our basic knowlege (about educa·
lion) In such a way that what Is known and true can be
acted on, while what is superstition. lad and myth can be
recognized as such and used only when there is nothing
else to support us in our frustration and despair" (p. 15).
He calls for "conceptual and empirical research neces·
sary to establish more complete causal relationships"
(p. 17).
He Identifies seven areas for research. One is indivld·
ual differences in learning, where the kernal of Bloom's
Idea Is that students vary In the rate at which they can
learn much more than in their capacity to learn. Under the
right learning conditions, he claims, 90 perce nt of the stu·
up to the same standard
"
dents can learn school subfe<:ts
that only the top 10 percent of students have been learn·
Ing under present conditions" (p. 18).
A second topic is school achievement and Its effects,
both positive or negative, on personality. A thi rd is teach·
ers versus teaching; ' 'it is not what teachers are like but
what they do in interacting with their students in the
classroom that determines what students learn and how
they leel about learning and themselves" (p. 20). Fourth Is
the question of what can be learned. Emphasis on learning
of Information is pracflcally universal . at least as judged
from teachers' tests and examinations. In the last 20 years
schools have also allempled to s tress " interests, alll·
ludes and values fn lhe affeclive domain" (p. 21). Bloom
points out that knowing what to teach and how to teach It
also involves what ought to be taught. Fifth, he relates the
"manifest and latent" curriculums. The latent curriculu m
Is powerful, but not obvious, teaching abou t "time, order,
neatness, promptness and doci lity" as well as competl·
lion and " the consequences of the social pecking order"
(p. 23). Sixth, he treats testing and "how testing and eval·
uatlon may serve education ralher than domlnale It"
(p. 25). Seventh, Bloom points out that education extends
beyond schooling and that education is part of a larger
syslem. The home environment Is one obvious part of the
larger social system and lhe economic system of the na·
tlon is another. Also parts o f the social system affecting
education are religious institutions, mass media, the pollt·
ical system and the status sys tem. He s tates, " It is In
these interactions of the subsys tems of a nation in rela·
nlio to both education and the great social problems that
new understanding will most probably develop" (p. 27).
" Innocence in Education " contains mention of all the
main content of Bloom's succeeding papers in the book.
The remaining papers simply elaborate the themes estab·
lished.
Bloom's impact on inlernalionaf education Is Illus·
trated in " Implications of the IEA Studies for Curriculum
and Instruction." As a founder of the International
Association for the Evaluation o f Education Achievement,
he advocates curriculum reform by "highly creative work·
ers who use appropriate evidence and research at each
step to insure that the new Is rea
lly an improvement over
what It is to replace" (p. 49).
In the last paper in the firs! section, "Twenty-Five
Years of Educational
al Research" (Bloom's presiden11
address in 1966 to the American Educational Research
Association) he states that of the 70,000 research studies
from the 25 year period preceding 1966
,
he regards only
70 as being crucial and significant.
In the second section, " Home and School," Bloom
gives ideas about the importance of early learning in the
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home and the posllive effects of nursery schOOI and
kindergarten programs " to overcome some of lhe educational deficiencies commonly found in cullurally deprived
child ren
"
(p. 67). This Is from a paper wrillen in 1965 when
cultural deprivation was a popular Idea. A second paper re·
views research in ho me environmental processes related
to elementary school achleve
menl
ing incl
ud
a checklist of
such condi tions adapted from a 1963 dissertation by R. H.
Dave. The last paper In the section on home and school
suggests that schools be reorganized to accommodate
Individual development by supplying an environment
marked by " special groupings of children with common
problems, new strategies for learning, more adequate
techniques for defining the problems in educalionafly
meaningful terms" (p. 111).
Section three begins with a paper that Bloom presented as a keynote adClress at the 1978 Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development Conference,
cat
s
for Instruction
" New Views of the Learner: Impliion
and Curriculum." The new view o f the learner Is from
Bloom's Human Characteristics and School Learning
(1976). One of the "cons tructs" that Bloom presents sums
up the new view as follows (his italics): " Most s tudents
become very similar with regard to learning ability, rate of
learning, and motivation for further learning when pro·
vided with favorable learning cond itions" (p. 135). The sec ond paper, " Learning for Mastery" (1968), describes the
background and approach for creating such favorable
ing
condition s. The third paper, "'The Role o f Educa·
learn
tional Sciences in Curriculum Development " (1963), de·
lopment
deve
and
scri bes a plan for a center for curriculum
research. The final paper In this section, "Peak Learning
Experiences," identifies and describes those rare class·
room sessions that are "so powerful that many students
have almost total memory of it twenty years laler" (p. 193).
The final section of the book, " Evaluation" begins
with "Changes fn Evaluation Methods" (1978) which differentiates evaluation as a part of Instruction and learning
from evaluation as a means to determine the effeetlveness
of instruction and learn ing. The second paper, " Some
Theoretical Issues Relating to Educational Evaluation"
(1969) sets up lhe rationale tor explici t objectives for curriculum, or what came lo be known as behavioral objectives. In lhls paper he also discusses forma1lve and summallve evaluatio
emphasizing formative
evaluation as a "healthy corrective to the teaching pro·
cess, since it finds difficulties early enough to do some·
thing about them as the sequence of learning-teaching de·
velops" (pp. 242-3). The final paper, ..Changing Conceplions of Examining at the University of Chicago" (1954),
describes the extensive effort beginning in 1931 to de·
velop objective, reliable, and valid examinations for the
general education curriculum at the University of Chicago.

n,

All Our Children Learning, tho ugh an admirable
attempt does nol, In my opinion , communicate to a wider
audience better than the more technical or complex
presentations In Bloom's olher books. I would have pre·
fer red that he wrlle an entirely new summation of his Ideas
and research. This colle<:tion sutlers from repetllion that
could confuse and possibly frustrate the parent, teacher
or other educator t or whom it is intended. What is needed
from Bloom to communicate to a wider audience is an
elaboration of the perspective provided from conlrasting
static versus alterable variables. Compared to his Human
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bargaining and affirmative action (why affirmative action
was included here instead of under personnel administra·
tion is beyond me), and fiscal aspects of educational man·
agement. The final section, Part Ill, focuses on the leader·
ship context. Here the authors finally discuss the concept
of contextuallsm . They describe context as " the inter·
related conditions in which events occur and thus a useful
term for attempting to characterize the connections and
coherences that define the ethics, esthetlcs, and
epistemology or administration as a special kind of human
activity." Therefore, contextualism would have us view
ed ucational administration in terms of its context In the
total human and natural environment. Unlortunately, this
chap ter would have made much more sense early on In the
book Instead of at Chapter 10. The remainder o f the chap·
ters In the final section focuses primarily on admln
a· lstr
tive leadership
In
terms of interpersonal behavior, admin·

Review

Democracy
in education
Democracy In Education - Boyd H. Bode by Robert V.
Bullough, Jr. (Bayside, New York: General Hall, Inc ..
198 t). 258 pp.
Robert Bullough's book has been arou nd since 1981.
But It has scarcely received the attention it deserves. It Is
a book about a man who was immeasurably successful as
a champion of progressive education, but who nowadays
seems to have been almost lorgotten along with the ideals
and good senso he professed .
Boyd H. Bode was a friend and lollower of John
Dewey. But he was no mere seNant of the master. He
began as a Dewey critic; and while both men could be
described as products of their age, each displayed a rather
rugged independence when it came to their Intellectual
ook.
ou tl
Bode was a Dewey.follower primarily In the sense
that he came to terms with changes in tradition somewhat
more slowly and reluctantly than Dewey.
Like Dewey, his i>assion was democracy, and he saw
education as the means for promoting and Improving
democrati c Ille. To us this passion might $eem a little
quaint, even naive. Perhaps we have become jaded, but we
are inclined to think of education as more narrowly fo·
cused , as serving the special interests and needs of indi·
viduals or groups within the larger society. Curiously
enough, Bode was part of the modern tradition in western
culture that considers it impossible to transcend sell·
interest. However, he did not interpret this, as many have,
to mean that genuine communication and real community
are unattainable. On the contrary, he saw it to imply that
we have a tangible and practical starling point ror develop·
Ing the kind of society that supporters or the classical tra·
ditlon can only dream or.
For Bode our modern conception of democracy has
come abou t through science and the struggle o r the ordi·
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istrator-board relations and the prlncli>alship. The authors
conclude with a brief discussion of administration as a
continuous beginning with some behavioral requisites ne·
oessary for suNlval: action orientation, decision making,
objectivity, authenticity, (in an existentialist sense) and
tolerance. Unfortunately, the contemPorary context the
authors write in seems to the 1970' s with little reterence to
the future of ?Ublic education.
All thrM books provide a diverse approach to the
s tudy of educational administration. A much closer read·
ing will be necessary to make an lnlormed judgment about
the impact on the lield of educational administration.
Wiiiiam E. Sparkman
Book Review Editor
assoclale professor
Texas Tech University

nary person to participate more lully in life. The demo·
cratic movement found Its underlying unity in the demand
that standards be establlshed through reference to human
experience and that judgments be made in terms of cir·
cumstances and function. It was a revolt against limita·
lions. But however much this has changed our way or life
materially and institutionally. our understanding of these
changes, what Bode called our "outlook" or " philosophy"
has lagged far behind. What has resulted are "cultu ral
cleavages" which force people to believe and act in con·
tradictory ways and, therefore, to lead a kind of schizo·
phrenic existence.
If at one lime schools presented s tudents with a more
or less coherent way o f tile, now there Is only mass confu·
sion. To the young everything looks absurd . They can dis·
cern no central purpose with which to ally themselves, or
more accurately, they have no clear perception of the fact
that there are conflicting tendencies in our civil ization
that compete for their allegiance. In their aimlessness
most young people have defected somewhat from the
views of their parents and In the process they have become skeptical or cynical , which means a disregard or dis·
belief In moral values.
Bode's advice was to give education, and, therefore,
studen ts, a sense of d irection or purpose. What could this
be except democracy? Bode put lhe challenge this way:
" ... are we willing to accept the principle ol a free intelli·
gence as a basis for our social ou tlook or philosophy of
lile? tt is in reference to the creation and recreation o f a
democratic social outlook that ed ucation finds its mean·
ing and, as far as I can 1e 11, American education has no
such program. This is its greatest defect." (p. 61) We must
begin by making o ur situation clear, and to do this by
bringing o ut the con flic ts In our culture. Then we must
show students how to think straight, how to study, invest i·
gate, verify and discriminate. The aim is to " prove all
things" and ultimately to prove democracy, to help bring
about and validate a truly moral existence.
Here Bode had a problem, for he also suggested that
in democracy we have no choice, it is our karma. If history
is not ours to deny, and if II ls already the case that democ·
racy, i.e., science and the struggle of the ordinary person
to participate more fully In, life has already changed the
way we live materially and institutionally, one wonders
what there is to worry about. It would seem to be just a
matter o f time before our ou tlook or philosophy would fall
in line with the facts. •·on our part," Bode tells us, " we
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need to help them (you th) recognize the place intelligence
vided in the form of contrived conversations. As Bu Hough
has played In human progress, to help them see how
describes it, " The manuscript ts divided into five parts.
progress ts the result of human and not divine lnterven·
Each part contains a series of Imaginary dialogues betion." (p. 97) Whether Bode falls into the trap of the hard·
tween Bode and his colleagues or between colleagues
line Marxist or the 19th century pantheist, both of whom
that address critical topics and Issues in the fletd. Bode's
admonish us to dedicate our lives to ~hieving the lnevl·
Ille and worn provide the lens through which these issues
depend on how we interpret this remark. One ex·
table. will
and topics are viewed. To give the reader a better under·
peels that Bode was trying to be Inspirational, that he
stand ing of Bode and of his times some dialogues locus
wanted us to believe that a good and Just world ,was If not
upon particular aspects of Bode ' the man.' Dialogues are
guaranteed, at least possible. But even so, Bode was
used because it is believed that th is format is most cap·
never able to be very specific about how democracy could
able o f c onveying both the spirit o f the limes and of the
be realized in a world that was deotdedty undemocratic.
man. As nearly as possible the language util
i zed within
Need less to say, recent events have not been encourag·
the dial
ogu es is authentic. The language is deliberately
ing. Worse yet, we seem to be losing our convic tion that
' folksy' because Bode was folksy." (p. 4)
we even know what democracy is.
As might be expected, this device Is quite controver·
Maybe ii is unfair to blame Bode for our present ills.
sial as histor
ical m ethod. But In this case it is magnif
i·
After all, he never claimed to be a tactician: and perhaps cenlly
employed. For Bullough' s obJeotlve is not so much
concerned with strict historical reconstruction as with
the reason we find ourselves wanting for a deeper under·
philosophical and pedagogical
ination. Illum
In
standing of democracy is precisely because we have
our time
ceased reading people like Bode. Herein lies the imporwe have been deceived by false idols, by bandwagoning
tance of Bullough' s book. It reintroduces us not only to a
approaches to change, by the desire for control rather
rigorous concern for the meaning of democr~y. but to the
than for understanding, by technological substitutes for
profoundly human context that motivates democratic
thought, and by the preference of conf0<mlty and comfort
ideals. The book is presented in 15 chapters plus an epi·
lo criticism and growth. Bullough needed a method as
togue. General themes that are covered include the nature
well as a model to counter these trends. His choices fit to·
of philosophy, progressivism in education, curricu lum
gether well. With his method we can view Ideas in their
making and the relation of schooling to social reform. By
real·li fe context. In his model we have a genuine educa·
and large, the material Is organized biographically, that Is,
tlonal statesman who, like all statesmen, exemplified
we begin with Bode's youth and his early intellec tuat
clear thinki ng and moral courage even under the most
strugg les. We proceed 10 the initial stage of his career
difficult circumstances. I agree with Bullough: "In a time
when he was preoccupied with shaping his conception of
when education is dominated by entrepreneurs Bode pre·
philosophy. Nex t we find out how he made the connec tion
sents a refreshing reminder that there Is more to ed uca.
with education and are Introduced to his theories of learn ·
tlon than technique and salesmanship. " (p. 9)
Ing and curricu lum. Lastly we are shown how Bode ap·
piled these Ideas to the problems of democratic living.
Phillip L. Smith
The book might be seen as an Intellectual biography.
associate professor
The Ohio Stale University
or as history In the guise of literature. Information Is pro·
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